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Abstract

Nowadays information technology system becomes very important in a modern busi-

ness. Firms link their information technology system together in order to increase their

efficiency. The linked systems help businesses communication, transact, and operate

their works easier and faster. It also helps reducing cost and time. These are impor-

tant advantages which make information technology becomes backbone of worldwide

businesses.

In this paper, first we discuss the problem and background knowledge of infor-

mation security management. We talk about general viewpoints on economics of

information securities. Here research catagories in information security economics will

be presented with some interesting examples.

Then we talk about motivation of the research in interdependency of information

security. Here we try to give readers some viewpoints of interdependency of informa-

tion security from both sectoral and regional viewpoints.

Next we present our way to propose the empirical study on the sectoral and re-

gional interdependency of information security. Our empirical study shows differences

of interdependency of information security in both perspectives. Moreover we also

discuss about the interdependency of information security according to our results in

a comprehensice manner due to our objective of this empirical study.

We also show result regarding informat impact on interdependency of information

security due to the Great East Japan Earthquake. The results show some reduction

in interdependency of information security due to this large scale earthquake. Such

reduction in interdependency of information security might refer to sensitivity of the

security.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Information Security Economics

Information security has long been employed in the information technology system.

With speedy adoption rate of the information technology system in basic infrastruc-

tures as well as businesses, information security becomes very important. One main

reason that make information technology system becomes one of the most important

infratructures in business world is that it links businesses together by using various

kinds of information technology links. We could say that information technology sys-

tem becomes backbone of many modern businesses.

Information security helps users of the information technology system reduce their

rate of lost due to fraud, information threat, spam, plishing, and other kinds of attacks

that aim to harm their information technology system. The scale of lost from attackes

can be in any scale from large to small. In fact, not only to the information system

itself, the lost from attacks might occur with any information contents which might not

be able to estimate in a value. For example lost of personal information or confidential

contents. The businesses with such lost might also lost thier business opportunitites

and reliability in the business market. These are main problems that lead to the

necessity of information security economics.

Although many firms concern problems regarding information security, but due

to worldwide economic recessions, they might inappropriately invest in information

security[26]. Moreover the worldwide economic recessions is one of the factors which

raises number of cyber crime. Hence many firms concern on information security

investment. In fact there are higher number of firms and organizations that concern

more about expenditure on information security.

In addition, some firms might under- or over-estimate the effects of information

security attacks. Hence firms that under-estimate the effects of information security

attacks might not consider or invest much in information security. So its information

security system might not strong enough to handle some kind of attacks. If attackers

can find any weak points in the system, they can easily attack and harm the system of

under-investment firms. On the other hand, firms that over-investment in information

security of its system might spend too much on the system. So that they might not

effectively gain high benefit from their investment.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

In my opinion, these problems are important and lead to the investors as well as

governments whether they appropraitely spend or invest in information security in

order to secure their information system or not.

From these facts, the understanding in other aspects such as economics are also

required beside the understanding in information technology system and information

security. With these combinations and appropriate decisions, it would be more suffi-

cient for appropriate adoption in information security on designate system. These are

only some important reasons which bring necessity of information security economics.

1.1.1 Four types of concern in information security economics

The failure of information security can be caused by many types of threats. In 2006,

Anderson and Moore categorizes researches in information security economics into 4

main categories[34]. Each category is grouped based on applications of economic theo-

ries and ideas to solve similar type of information security problems. Some interesting

studies are shown to give ideas for each category.

Misaligned Incentives The concepts of economic theories are used to show that

a hidden action problem arises when one of two parties, who want to transact, take

unobservable actions that affect the outcome. Or we could say that there are hidden

action attacks within the system.

In 1994, Anderson introduced a study on misaligned incentives by observing the

retail banking systems[32]. He uses the economic concept of Moral hazard 1 to explain

the failure which occurred in retail banking systems. He states that instead of lack of

protection or having technical weakness in the system, the attacks came from the fact

that the bank did not use available products properly. Hence attackers could attack

at the hole which came from such basic error. He concludes that most frauds in the

banking system were not caused by cryptoanalysis or other technical attacks, but by

human errors and failure in management.

Varian presented another simple example on this concept via his article in 2001[10].

He said that users are normally willing to pay for antivirus in order to protect their

own computers but not likely to spend for the cost of the attack on someone else. Such

behaviours lead to some hidden weak points in the whole information system. Hence

attackers might attack the system via those hidden weak points.

1Moral hazard is a principle which presents the risk at the time two parties come into agreement

with one another. At that time, each party might take a chance to gain from acting differently from

what it should behave so that it brings risk into the system. It can be reduced by the placing of

responsibilities on both parties of a contract[15].
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Network Externality Actions of individuals can cause side effect on others. This

category emphasizes on relationships between individuals and/or firms. The effect

from actions of each individual can be both positive and negative.

In information security, increment or decrement of investment in information se-

curity in a firm can affect its partners via their interconnections. That is because

information system has become one of common infrastructures[24]. Moreover it might

also lead to some problems such as problem of under- or over-investment in the infor-

mation security system.

In 2001, Anderson presented a study on network externality in [33]. He pointed

three important features of information technology markets to explain consequence

problems. Moreover he also provided suggestion on direction which can help fixing

problems. These three important features of information technology markets are:

1. Value of a product depends on number of users.

2. Technology usually has high fixed costs and low marginal cost.

3. Large costs to users from switching technologies are often required.

These featurs bring problems of vendor locked-in as well as switching cost into the

system. Hence although users of the information notices tha there are some weaknesses

within the system, it might be difficult to pursuade users to change their systems. One

of Anderson’s technical suggestion due to this problems is to make security admin-

strative be more user-friendly or using the concept of plug-and-play.

Economics of Vulnerability In 2006, Anderson et al. explained that vulnerability

market is the system which helps buyers and sellers establish the actual cost of finding

a vulnerability in the software[34]. This market helps providing information regarding

vulnerability of the released software or system. Hence the advantage of vulnerability

market serves both customer and vendor of the affected products.

While vulnerability market aims to provide information about vulnerability to their

customers , which are both user and vendor, cyber-insurance depends on insurer who

sets the premium based on firm’s IT infrastructure.

Böhme and Kataria introduced the topic regarding Cyber-Insurance[28] in the same

year. In their work, they introduced the use of correlation of cyber-risks to classify

the type of cyber-risk based on twin-tier approach. The first type of cyber-risk is the

correlation of cyber-risks within a firm. For example failure of multiple systems within

an internal network. Another type is the correleation of cyber-risks at a global level

For example the infection of worm like Code red worm in year 2001 that simulteneously
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attacked wide range of organization. With these classifications, global risk correlation

influences insurers’ decision setting the premium. On the other hands, the correlation

of cyber-risks within a firm (so-called internal correlation) influences its individual

decision to seek insurance.

Economics of Privacy Economics methodologies within this category copes with

the problems related to erosion of personal privacy within the information system.

They help explaining why privacy-enchancing technologies failed in the marketplace.

In 2003, Vila et al. defined ”protecting privacy” according to the fair information

practices principles provided by Federal Trade Commission[39]. Their work focused

on the information about vendor which are available to customers. They mentioned

that the privacy in websites is similar to lemon market. 2 Users do not know whether

their chosen websites respect users’ privacy or not. ”Privacy signals” was introduced

in this study as a result of motivation from lemon market for privacy. Custermer can

uses privacy signals to tell the differences between website with privacy-respecting and

privacy-defecting website. The signal that the website’s owner try to provide to their

customers might come from a long privacy policy or the use of P3P policy. 3This

study can be conclude by using instability in the privacy market known as ”Instability

Cycle” in figure 1.1. By using Instability cycle, they concluded that if the customer

trust in seller’s security, seller does not necessarily invest in information privacy.

Another interesting research under this category was introduced by Odlyzko in

2003 in [2]. He introduced research on price discrimination and privacy. Odlyzko

used an economic concept of price discrimination to explain why do people care about

privacy and its erosion. He pointed out that in internet environment, there will be

higher incentive on price discrimination. That is because, there is high motivation for

vendor on reducing customers’ privacy and gain their customers’ information. Those

customers’ information will be used by private sector to provide charge in different

price to customers for the same goods or services. So that the erosion of privacy

allows private sectors to learn more about their customers such as their willingness to

pay, age of the customers, the size of customers (whether they are large, medium, small

enterprise or an individual), etc. The study in such this topic will help understanding

the problems and help increasing efficiency of the economy. Moreover personalized

services in information security can be provided with low marginal cost.

2Lemon market theorem was introduced by Akerlof in 1970. This theorem is based on a

concept of asymmetry information where seller knows more about their product than its customer.
3P3P policy is a protocol designed to inform web users of the data-collection practices of the

websites.
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Figure 1.1: Instability Cycle

1.1.2 The Motivation of Interdependency of Information Se-

curity

Interdependency of Information Security is one of the studies in Network External-

ity. An empirical study on interdependency of information security requires 2 main

groups of knowledges. The first group is a knowledge in economic perspective and

another group is in information security perspective. To do so, the combinations be-

tween information security and economic will help investors of an information system

appropriately make their decision on designate system with appropriate budget.

Interdependency in economic perspective

For interdependency of economic activity, information technology becomes one of the

role players in business-to-business (B2B) firm supply chains[31]. It bring interde-

pendency of economic activity into many industrial sectors such as automotive[17],

computer[16], financial services[3][7][21], and retail and logistics[6][35][44]. These in-

dustrial sectors operate their transaction through business-to-business infrastructure

such as electronic data interchange (EDI) to exchange information among supply chain

partners[29][36]. EDI system helps those organizations reach their target faster by the

exchange in information[29].
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Interdependency of information security

For interdependency of information security, Anderson, et al. stated that interdepen-

dency regarding information security is one of the study on economic externalities[34].

Kunreuther and Heal apply Nash equilibria to assess the interdependent security which

is the type of interaction between agents on information security investment[13]. The

study of impact of network security vulnerability and supply chain integration on firm’s

incentives to invest in information security is introduced by Tridib, et al.[38]. They

show that the degree of network vulnerability or the degree of supply chain integra-

tion has relations to security investments of the firms. Hausken provides framework

in which two interdependent firms will be both impacted by security investment and

attacks if their interdependence increase[20]. Ogut et al. show that the interdepen-

dence of cyber-risk reduces firms’ incentives to invest in security technologies as well

as to buy insurance coverage[14].

The improvement in information technology becomes one of main factors that in-

creased interconnectedness and interdependencies of critical infrastructures, such as

telecommunication, banking and finance, transportation, and continuity of govern-

ment. Moreover impact regarding natural phenomena like earthquake, hurricanes, or

tsunami as well as matter regarding acts of terrorism also become important concerns.

Understanding in complex and interconnectedness among them drastically shows an

important due to these concerns[43].

1.2 Our Contributions

Our contribution is to analyze characteristics of interdependency of information secu-

rity in sectoral and regional perspectives by using Japanese offical data. By this we

focus on interdependency of information security from demand-side perspective. In

economic viewpoint, demand-side perspective is important because the demand from

demand-side firms initiate the needs of production and stimulate economic growth

with no inflation. That is because demand-side economic, production will be varied

according to the need from demand-side firms.

Although previous studies of inter-sectoral interdependency of information security

demonstrated that the differences between industrial sectors is one of the factors that

affect interdependency of information security. However there is no empirical study on

the differences between their locations. Hence we broaden the concept of measurement

methogology of interdependency of information security so that it can be used to

analyze both sectoral and regional interdependency of information security.
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Another contribution is to find some reduction of interdependency of information

security due to the impact from the Great East Japan Earthquake. The study from

this impact helps us learn more about the change due to some damages on supply-

chain. Therefore we can study more about effect on interdependency of information

security if the demand is reduced by some incidents. Moerover we expect that the

result of this part will help supporting our result and what we could find in the first

part of this work.

We discuss our results from the empirical study by considering sectoral results and

regional results. With our method, we could see some significant characteristics which

is belonged to each industrial sectors and regions. We expect that characteristics

of interdependency of information security which we discuss in this paper will help

investor of the information technology system and information security properly find

their investment strategy due to their type of business and business location.

1.3 Organization

In the following sections, we will summarize related works in chapter 2. The method-

ologies, which we used to test interdependency of information security, as well as data

and study on Japanese industrial sectors and regions will be in chapter 3 and chapter

4, respectively. The method to study on impact from the Great East Japan Earth-

quake is in chapter 5. After that we will talk about the results with some discussions

in chapter 6. Finally we will give the conclusion in chapter 7.
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Our empirical study on interdependency of information security aim to find both

interdependency from sectoral and regional perspectives, hence related literatures in

this chapter will be grouped and introduced according to their perspective.

2.1 Interdependency from sectoral perspective

One of the methodologies for analyzing interdependency in the context of inoperability

is the Inoperability Input-Output Model (IIM). Inoperability Input-Output Model is

a Leontief-based infrastructure input-output model. It was introduced by Haimes and

Jiang [43]. The IIM is an analytic framework to quantify and address the risks from the

intra- and inter-connectedness of economic and infrastructure sectors [37]. It can be

shown as in figure 2.1. Hence this model is used to ensure the integrity and continued

operability of complex critical infrastructure which is in the aspect of physical-based

model.

Figure 2.1: Inoperability Input-Output Model (IIM)

Subsequence of IIM studies (e.g.[18][19][40][41]) used economic-based data and

model to study physical interconnectedness.

In information security, IIM model was used to examine IS interdependency in

many studies such as in [9], [19], and [42].
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Intedependent infrastructure sectors and IIM model In 2005, Haime et al.

discussed the theory and methodology supporting the development of the IIM model in

[40]. Inoperability in Inoperability Input-Output Model is defined as “the inability of the

system to perform its intended natural or engineered functions”. It can be referred to

the level of the system’s dysfunction, decribed in percentage of the system’s as-planned

level of operation.

The main objective of their model is to assess impact on the system due to complex-

ity of the system or interdependencies between infrastructures. The impact is mainly

applied in the scope of physical and economic losses. However it can also extend to

cassess impacts due to information failure.

By this, they consider n critical connected industrial sectors and assess the output

which is their inoperability that is caused by any harmful incident in one or multiple

industrial sectors.

The use of IIM in this work focus on “industry-by-industry” viewpoint. Althought

they also mentioned the use of regional data, it only refers to data which shows values

indicates interdependencies from a specific region in a country. This mean IIM model

is originately use to find interdependencies between industrial sectors rather than

interdependencies between locations1 .

Haime et al. introduced the formular of the physical-based model by adding super-

script P into the original formulation by Leontief. Rather than measure in production

or manetery units for commodities as in Leontief’s original model, Haime et al. also

interpret their model in a different way.Their formula can be shown as follows:

xP
i =

∑
j

aPijx
P
j + cPi ⇔ xP = APxP + cP (2.1)

where

cP represents the input to the interconnected infrastructues. It is a final

demand for the ith industry.

A represents Industry-by-Industry technical coefficient matrix. It tells the

distribution of input contributed by various industries i = 1,2,...,n (pro-

duction) to the total inputs required by industry j (purchaser).

1In Haime et al.’s work, they consider interdependencies between industrial sectors in the United

States. They found that interregional feedbacks from their empirical study seems to be small. How-

ever, input-output analysis for a particulr region shows more accurate analysis of interdependency

for a specific region.
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xP represents the output which is a resulting vector of inoperablity of the

different infrastrucures due to their connections to the troubled infras-

tructure and to one another.

The inoperability vector xP has values between 0 and 1. xP = 0 is a falwless

operation. The infrastructures are said to be as-planned ir ground-state when it met

this value.

When consider regional IIM, the technical coefficient matrix A has to utilize lo-

cation quotients which indicates how well an industry’s production capacity can serve

the regional need. The location quotients is defined as

li =
x̂R
i /x̂

R
s

x̂i/x̂s

(2.2)

where

x̂R
i is the regional output for the ith industry.

x̂R
s is the total regional output for all regional-level industries.

x̂i is the national output for the ith industry.

x̂s is the total national output for all national-level industries.
If the value of li tends to 1, its relative concentration in the region approaches that

of the national level. The regional industry-by-industry technical coefficient matrix

AR, whose elements are denoted by aRij, is then calculated by:

aRij ≡

aij(li) li < 1

aij li ≥ 1
(2.3)

In addition, Haime et al. also introduced “Dynamic IIM” which used to test

interdependency with temporal dynamic behaviour of industry recoveries. To do so,

industry resilience coefficient is introduced.

The equation for dynamic IIM can be shown as follows:

ẋ(t) = K[Ax(t) + c(t)− x(t)] (2.4)

where

A is the Leontief technical coefficient matrix.

c(t) is the final demand vector at time t.

x(t) represents the total output of sectors at time t.

K is the industry resilience coefficient matrix whose each element of ki rep-

resents the resilience of sector i. When there is an attack, ki measures

the recovery rate of the industry sectors.

10
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Then they transform equation 2.4 into the normalized inoperability form as follows:

q̇(t) = K[A∗q(t) + c∗(t)− q(t)] (2.5)

where

A∗ is the normalized interdependency matrix.

vector c∗(t) is the normalized final demand vector at time t.

q(t) is the inoperability vector at time t.

The vector c∗(t) can be adjust due to the impact of the attack. When there

is an impact, demand purturbation vector is needed in order to decribe normalized

final demand vector under impact of the attack. To do so, we have to generate a

normalized use matrix (denoted by Û) by dividing each element of the use matrix

(uij) by its respective column sum (in figure 2.2, the column sum is the value of Total

Industry Input (xr)).

For more understanding, make matrix shows the monetary values of the different

column commodities produced by the different row industries. In contrast, use matrix

shows the monetary values of the different row commodities consumed by the different

column industries. In another word, use matrix is acommodity-by-industry matrix

which captures the value of the ith (row index) commodity used by the jth (column

index) industry (ui,j), or by each final user. Conceptual economic input-output table

which make and use matrix refer to can be shown as in figure 2.2.

Then we find the value of normalized final demand as follows:

c∗j = pi
ûij

ûi,max

(2.6)

where

c∗j is purturbation to industry j due to inoperability of commodity i.

pi is purtubation to maximum consuming industry of commodity i due to

inoperability of commodity i 2.

ûij is normalized use of commodity i by industry j.

ûi,max is normalized use of commodity i by maximum consuming industry.
They replace this new value of c∗j into 2.5 to calculate the impact from the attack.

During the recovery time, the inoperability of commodity is expected to be decreased.

Hence they can find the trade-off value of commodity recoveries in a specific time-

frame (e.g. 10, 30, 60 days). According to their work in [41], they use high-attitude

electromagnetic pulse (HEMP) attack scenarios on some industry to prove their model.
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Figure 2.2: Overview of economic input-output table adapted from [40].

The HEMP is an intense electromagnetic blast induced from high-elevation nuclear

explosions which can cause damage to electronic and electrical systems.

One of their empirical cases is that they set 60-day as their time-frames and find

effect from HEMP attack scenario on power industry. First they find 10 most affected

industries due to the lost from the attack. Next they relationships between inoper-

ability of power sector (%), recovery time (60-day), and total economic loss. They

found that if the sector takes lond time for its recovery, there will be more total eco-

nomic loss. On the other hand, if the sector can be recoverd in a higher speed, the

inoperability will drop faster and will lead to less total economic loss.

Hierarchies of cyber security metrics and IIM model[37] Application with the

IIM framework can be used to integrating analyses of systems as a view from different

hierarchies that include both economic interdependency and physical interdependency

as shown in figure 2.3.

The hierarchical pyramid shows how economic and physical systems interact. The

top half of the pyramid represents industry/regiona/national-level economic metrics.

This top half gives us a whole picture of national security. On the other hand, the

bottom half show plant-level process control system security metrics. This part is the

foundation of SCADA 3 security. This is why IIM can be used to analyze interdepen-

3SCADA or Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition is used in utilities industry in the U.S.
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Figure 2.3: Framework for Linking Hierarchies of Cyber Security Metrics[37].

dency in the information security perspective.

In fact, the framework for linking hierarchies of cyber security metrics in [25] is

used to show consequent risks when there is cyber attack in any industrial sector (in

this work, they set cyber risk scenario on industrial sector of Oil and Gas Industry).

Quite similar to the research in [40], this framework also mention “ripple effects”.

The consequent risks act as ripple effects on related critical infrastructures such as

transportation, telecommunications, enerygy, and banking. Moreover the cyber risk

which occur on the group of sectors which has physical interdependency will at last

give ripple impact on economic interdependency between related industrial sectors as

shown in figure 2.4.

Limitations of Inoperability Input-Output Model (IIM) However there are

two main limitations. The first limitation is that IIM does not distinguish backward

linkage (BL) and forward linkage (FL) which are the analysis of cross-sector linkage

measures. This mean that IIM does not show differences between demand-driven

perspective and supply-driven perspective[12]. Another limitation is that there is no

consideration along with data regarding information technology and information secu-

to monitor critical infrastructure systems and provide early warning. In addition, SCADA also

has ability to evolve with information technology (IT) systems. Moreover SCADA systems include

components and subsystems which may be vulnerable to malicious cyber attacks[25].
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Figure 2.4: Downstream sector ripple effects adapted from [37].

rity since only economic transaction[9][19] and capital flows[42] was consider in previous

studies although they mentioned cyber-attack in the studies.

2.2 Interdependency from regional perspective

Not only interaction and dependency between industrial sectors that can effect inter-

dependency of information security, industrial location also give some effects as well.

In 2007, Tanaka shows empirical results on the assessment of the influence of business

location on information security effort[11]. His study shows that the some industries

are affected by the location and some industries are affected by their characteristics

more than a location.

There are 47 prefectures across Japan. Amoung this number information services

sector is highly concentrated on metropolitan areas, especially Tokyo and Kanagawa

prefecture. To study an influence from business location, Tanaka analyzes the regional

Input/Output relations in information services sector. He set 4 hypotheses in order

to test impacts of a location and sectoral characteristics on security effort. These

14
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hypotheses are:

H1 : A location affects firm’s security effort.

H2 : Sectoral characteristics affect firm’s security effort.

H3 : For the security sensitive industry, a firm’s location would not

affect security effort.

H4 : For the security-less-sensitive industry, a firm’s location would

affect security effort.

He tests his hypotheses by using available Japanese official statistic data which are:

1. Annual IT survey conducted by Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry

(METI), the Government of Japan.

2. Annual Information Services Survey also conducted by METI.

For hypotheses H1 and H2, assessement on an impact of location or industry is imple-

mented. To do this, number of regional information services sector’s payrolls (lnISL)

is used for a location and value of average IT expenditures’ portion to total sales in

each industry (IT/Sales) is used for an industry. These value are provided in METI

IT survey. The following equation is used for the analysis.

Mi = α + lnITi + lnISLi + IT/Salesi (2.7)

where

Mi : firm i’s number of installed security measure.

lnITi : natural logalithm of Information related expenditure.

lnISLi : natural logalithm of a number of information services sector’s

payrolls in the prefecture where firm i locates.

IT/Salesi : an average portion of IT expenditures to total sales in an

industry that firm i belongs to.

For hypotheses H3 and H4, industries are divided into 2 groups which are security-

sensitive industry and security-less-sensitive industry. Then location impact in each

industry based can be assessed by a number of regional information services sector’s

payrolls as in following equation.

Mi = α + lnITi + lnISLi (2.8)

From his work, he shows 3 implications from the analysis.
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1. Industry characteristics would affect firm’s information security effort more than

a location.

2. A location could affect firm’s security effort when assessed on an industry-by-

industry basis.

3. Security-sensitive industry might not be affected by a location and only security-

less-sensitive industry would be affected.

For example, security-sensitive industries such as “ICT manufacturing”, “electric-

ity, heat supply and water”, “Video picture, communications, and broadcasting”, “fi-

nance and insurance”, and “education and learning support” are industrial sectors

which might not be affected by a location. In addition, these industries in a rural

region seem to invest in information security at the same level as located in an urban

region.

Thus, we focus on regional and sectoral interconnectedness between firms in order

to realize an empirical study which follows the motivation shown in chapter 1.
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Since we consider the interdependency between industrial sectors and regions in the

aspect of information technology and information security, we separate our method

into 2 parts.

The first part is about analysis of interdependency in economic perspective. In

this part, we show how to find interdependencies between firms in across regions

and industrial sectors from economic viewpoint. This part will be a basic economic

methodology which lead us to the study of interdependency of information security.

The second part is about analysis of interdependency under information techonol-

ogy and information security influences. To make the economic methodology be able

to evaluate interconnection across regions and industrial sectors, some information

security related variables are needed.

By the separation of analysis methods, we will be able to see the influence of

information technology and especially information security, which is our main target,

over interactions between regions and industrial sectors.

3.1 Analysis of Structural Interdependency

In economic perspective, structural interdependency can be assessed in two aspects.

They are demand-driven and supply-driven perspectives. In demand-driven perspec-

tive, the assessment is done from the purchaser viewpoint. On the other hand, in

supply-driven perspective, the assessment is done from the producer or production

viewpoint.

The assessment methodology from demand-driven and supply-driven perspectivces

was initially proposed by Dietzenbacher and van der Linder in 1997 in [8]. Their

method is used to measure the inter-industry linkages in a multi-sectoral framework.

They analyze the value of absolute Backward Linkages (BL) which reflects sectors ’
dependency on its inputs that they produced within the production processes. Another

analyzed value is the absolute Forward Linkages (FL), which, in contrast, rereflects

sectors ’dependency on its outputs that were sold by a particular industry to other

production sectors as well as to itself.

In our work, we aim to find interdependency of information security from the

demand-driven or, in another word, input-side perspective. Hence we only focus on
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the concept of Backward Linkages (BL) in our analysis. In economics, demand-side

economics is important because it helps stimultaing economic growth without incresing

an inflation. Therefore demand-side economics might also reduce the recession which

is an economic problem as well.

In addition, we enchanced the basic definitions in Dietzenbacher and van der Lin-

der’s work so that they can handle both sectoral and regional perspectives. 1

3.1.1 Observed Values

Starting from input-output table. Dietzenbacher and van der Linder consider value of

absolute Backward Linkages by using input-output table with n industrial sectors[8].

The input-output table is used to show relationships between industrial sectors in both

demand-driven perspective and supply-driven perspective.

Based on their concept, we extend their definitions, added indices for regional per-

spective, and consider inter-regional input-output tables which are officially provided

by Japanese govenment. 2 We select 2 sizes of datasets which are

(1.) Inter-regional input-output table with 12 industrial sectors. And

(2.) Inter-regional input-output table with 53 industrial sectors.

Inter-regional input-output table concludes economic data of all 9 regions with

both number of industrial sectors across Japan.

As state above, data in inter-regional input-output table can be described in both

demand-driven and supply-driven perspectives. In demand-driven perspective, each

intersection between specific pair of industrial sector in a region refers to

Purchase value by

companies of sector j in region r (column index)

from

companies of sector i in region q (row index)

(3.1)

d ≡ (number of regions)

n ≡ (number of sectors)
(3.2)

Hence, from concept in 3.1, the observed values which we can directly observe from

inter-region input-output table are presented in figure 3.1

The matrix structure for this inter-regional input-output table is denoted by

1In Dietzenbacher and van der Linder’s work, they only tested the linkages to find interdepdenency

between demand-side and supply-side industrial sectors.
2Ministry of Economic, Trade, and Industrial (METI) under the Japanese government officially

provides 3 sizes of datasets on its website. They are datasets with 12, 29, and 53 industrial sectors.
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Figure 3.1: Observed Values

K =



k1,1,1,1 k1,1,1,2 · · · k1,1,d,n

k1,2,1,1 k1,2,1,2 · · · k1,2,d,n
...

...
. . .

...

k1,n,1,1 k1,n,1,2 · · · k1,n,d,n

k2,1,1,1 k2,1,1,2 · · · k2,1,d,n
...

...
. . .

...

kd,n,1,1 kd,n,1,2 · · · kd,n,d,n


(3.3)

Where the first two indexes indicate region and sector of production group and

last two indexes indicate region and sector of purchase group, respectively.

The structure of vector, which we use in this empirical study, is denoted by

k =



k1,1

k1,2
...

k1,n

k2,1
...

kd,n


(3.4)

In case of column vector, indexes indicate region and sector of purchase group while

indexes in row vector indicate region and sector of production group.
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With these definitions, next we directly observe following values from the inter-

regional input-output table:

Inter-regional input-output table: Inter-regional input-output table are denoted

by matrix Z.

(each element of Z) ≡ zq,i,r,j (3.5)

Each element of the inter-regional input-output table is intermediate value. In-

termediate delivery is value of economic transaction between specific pair of

production side and purchase side in the inter-regional input-output table. This

is the first observed value which we can directly observe from inter-regional

input-output table.

Final demand: Final demand is denoted by matrix F.

(each element of F) ≡ fq,i,r (3.6)

There are 2 types of final demand we use.

1. Regional final demand: vector f∗

f ∗
q,i ≡ fq,i,q (3.7)

2. Accumulated final demand: vector f̂

f̂q,i ≡
d∑
r

fq,i,r (3.8)

In general, final demand is the portion of a production industrial sector’s (or

industrial sector i’s) total output for final consumption by end-users.

Import: Import is denoted by vector m.

This is value of import in each region.

(each element of m) = mq,i (: This is an absolute value) (3.9)

Export: Export is denoted by vector e.

This is value of export in each region.

(each element of e) = eq,i (3.10)
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Value added: Value added or tax is denoted by vector c.

This value belongs to each purchase group.

(each element of c) = cr,j (3.11)

These observed values from the inter-regional input-output table with d regions

and n sectors are used as foundamental values in our analysis. Next we use these

values to find the backward linkages or interdependency between industrial sectors

across regions from demand-driven perspective.

Let vector g denotes the gross output of each input-side sector j in region r. The

gross output can be obtained by

gr,j ≡
d∑
q

n∑
i

zq,i,r,j + cr,j (3.12)

which means all inputs from production-side and value added term become the gross

output of each demand-side or input-side sector j in region r.

The normalized value of intermediate deliveries from production-side sector i in

region q to purchase-side sector j in region r by gross output of sector j in region r

becomes value of input coefficients. The input coefficient is denoted by matrix A. It

is defined by

aq,i,r,j ≡ zq,i,r,j/gr,j (3.13)

And the regional input coefficient is denoted by diagonal matrix A∗.

a∗q,i,r,j ≡

aq,i,r,j if q = r

0 otherwise
(3.14)

Hence all input coefficients which belong to intermediate deliveries from production-

side sectors to purchase-side sectors inside each region are shown in matrix A∗.

The import coefficient is another value which is necessary in the methodology. It

is an absolute value of import of sector i in region q (production-side) normalized by

value of final demand of sector i in region q. Import coefficient is denoted by diagonal

matrix B.

bq,i,r,j ≡

mq,i/f
∗
q,i,q if r = q and j = i

0 if r ̸= q or j ̸= i
(3.15)

3.1.2 Backward Dependency (BD) and Backward Linkages

(BL)

To calculate value of absolute backward linkages, we assume that sector j in region r

does not depend on any production sectors in any region (any sector i in region q).
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This means that when the production process held constantly. all of sector j in region

r’s intermediate requirements are imported from outside the region.

The reduction in output will be obtained as sector j in region r does not depend on

the production sectors in any region regarding its input requirements. The reduction

in output is denoted by h − h. In another word, to find backward linkages of each

sector j in region r, all devileries belong to that sector j in region r are hypothetically

extracted.

The first term of h refers to overall output which include the value of output when

sector j in region r depends on production-side group. It is defined by

h ≡ {I− [A−BA∗]}−1(f̂ −Bf∗ + e) (3.16)

Each element is represented by hq,i.

The second term of h refers to the value when sector j in region r buys no inter-

mediate inputs from any production group. We could say that the second term is the

value when sector j in region r no longer depend on production-side group. In order

to calculate this second term, we assume that the technilca production process is held

constant, hence all of sector j in region r’s intermediates are imported It is defined by

h(r,j) ≡ {I− [A(r, j)−BA
∗
(r, j)]}−1(f̂ −Bf∗ + e) (3.17)

where A(r, j) and A
∗
(r, j) are calculated from zq,i,r,j(r, j). It is defined by

zq,i,r,j(r, j) ≡

0 if r = r and j = j

zq,i,r,j otherwise
(3.18)

and

aq,i,r,j ≡ zq,i,r,j/gr,j (3.19)

Therefore from equation 3.16 to equation 3.19, we can see that we use the same

value of gross output import coeffient when calculate value of input coefficients for

both terms.

The reduction in output is in the term of the absolute backward dependence of

sector j in region r on sector i in sector q. This is the dependency of sector j in region

r on itself, i = j and q = r, as well as the dependency of sector j in region r on others

in following 3 cases:

a.) i ̸= j and q ̸= r

b.) i ̸= j and q = r

c.) i = j and q ̸= r
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Let matrix U denotes backward dependency (BD) of sector j in region r on

production-side group. It can be calculated by

uq,i,r,j ≡ 100
hq,i − hq,i(r, j)

gr,j
(3.20)

The results come out in terms of percentage.

Let column vector Ũ denotes the absolute backward linkage of sector j in region

r. It can be calculated by

ũq,i,r,j ≡ 100
d∑
q

n∑
i

hq,i − hq,i(r, j)

gr,j
(3.21)

Recall that the calculation of values in this part still have no influence or any

relation to information technology and information security.

3.2 Analysis of Interdependency under Influence of

Information Technology and Information Secu-

rity

In this section, we show how to estimate sectoral and regional interdependencies under

influences of information technology and information security on absolute backward

dependency. Tanaka introduces the assumption that economic interdependency be-

tween sectors is also depended upon the information technology (IT) systems of the

sectors[12].

Tanaka assumes that a malfunctioning IT system in one firm will not only affect

the activities of that firm, but also those of its business partners through its effects

on transactions and the provision of goods and services. By this, the terms ITBL

(information technology backward linkage) which is used to reflect the level of IT

dependency and ISBL (information security backward linkage) which is used to reflect

the IS measures employed by each sector are introduced.

1. Information Technology Backward Dependency (ITBD) and Information Tech-

nology Backward Linkages (ITBL) ITBD (information technology backward de-

pendency) is denoted by column vector V.

vq,i,r,j ≡ 100
hq,i − h

(v)

q,i (r, j)

gr,j
(3.22)
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and h
(v)

q,i (r, j) is defined by an equation like (3.17), where A
(v)

and A
∗(v)

are

calculated from

z
(v)
q,i,r,j(r, j) ≡

(1− titj)zq,i,r,j if r = r and j = j

zq,i,r,j otherwise
(3.23)

and

a
(v)
q,i,r,j ≡ z

(v)
q,i,r,j/gr,j (3.24)

where ti = Level of IT dependency for sector i, and tj = Level of IT dependency

for sector j which are calculated from another dataset with data regarding in-

formation technology. Hence all values of interdependency between sector j in

region r on production-side group in vectorV are values of backward dependency

under influence of information technology.

Under the same concept with absolute backward linkages, ITBL (information

technology backward linkages) is defined by Ṽ

ṽq,i,r,j ≡ 100
d∑
q

n∑
i

hq,i − h
(v)

q,i (r, j)

gr,j
(3.25)

2. Information Security Backward Dependency (ISBD) and Information Security

Backward Linkages (ISBL) Similarly, ISBD (information security backward de-

pendency) is defined by column vector W.

wq,i,r,j ≡ 100
hq,i − h

(w)

q,i (r, j)

gr,j
(3.26)

and h
(w)

q,i (r, j) is defined by an equation like (3.17), where A
(w)

and A
∗(w)

are

calculated from

z
(w)
q,i,r,j(r, j) ≡

(1− sisj)zq,i,r,j if r = r and j = j

zq,i,r,j otherwise
(3.27)

and

a
(w)
q,i,r,j ≡ z

(w)
q,i,r,j/gr,j (3.28)

where si = security risk level for sector i, and sj = security risk level for sector

j. The value of security risk level is calculated from dataset with data regarding
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information security. Hence all values of interdependency between sector j in re-

gion r on production-side group in vector W are values of backward dependency

under influence of information security.

ISBL (information security backward linkages) is defined by W̃

w̃q,i,r,j ≡ 100
d∑
q

n∑
i

hq,i − h
(w)

q,i (r, j)

gr,j
(3.29)

However we emphasize on interdependency of information security in our study

to analyze how information security in each industrial sector or each region show

its characteristics regarding interdependency between each other. So the value of

information security backward dependency (ISBD) is mainly focused and used in our

analysis.
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Chapter 4 Study on Japanese Industrial

sector and region

4.1 Data

In our study on interdependency of information security, there are 3 statistical datasets

which are important.

1. Inter-Regional Input-Output table for 2005 : 平成 17年地域間産業連関
表 [23]

This dataset is provided by Ministry of Economic, Trade and Industry (METI),

the Government of Japan. METI officially announced 3 sizes of datasets different

by number of industrial sectors (12, 29, and 53 industrial sectors) in 2005.

Generally input-output table consists of statistical data which indicate the con-

nection between industries[27]. This table shows the transactions of all goods

and services produced or sold in one year in specific regions. In Japan, the table

is updated every 5 years. This table can be used to present structure of the econ-

omy, an added value and the demand structure, as well as calculating factors

such as the repercussion of an economic forecast or a certain economic policy on

the economy. Hence inter-regional input-output table provides statistical data

between industrial sectors across 9 regions in Japan.

Here we use dataset of 12 and 53 industrial sectors to analyze the interdepen-

dency of information security. The list of industrial sectors is shown in table

4.1. Moreover we also show how dataset with 12 industrial sectors links with

dataset with 53 industrial sectors. From the table table 4.1, you will find that

there is no overlap industrial sectors when mapping dataset with 53 industrial

sectors to dataset with 12 industrial sectors. Hence the analysis base on 53 in-

dustrial sectors will surely give us more information regarding interdepdenendy

of information security in sectoral perspecive.
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12 Industrial sectors 53 Industrial sectors

Sector Sector name Sector Sector name

ID ID

01 Agriculture 0010 Agriculture

02 Mining 0020 Mining

0030 Coal, oil, and natural gas

03 Food and Beverage 0040 Food and beverage

04 Metal 0170 Iron and steel

0180 Nonferrous metal

0190 Metal products

05 Machinery 0200 General machinery

0210 Office and service equip-

ment

0220 Industrial electrical equip-

ment

0230 Other electrical machinery

0240 Household electric appli-

ances

0250 Telecommunications equip-

ment and related equipment

0260 Computer and accessories

0270 Electronic components

0280 Car

0290 Other cars

0300 Auto parts accessories

0310 Other transportation equip-

ment

0320 Precision machinery

06 Other Manufacturing 0050 Textile industry products

0060 Apparel and other textile

products

0070 Lumbering, wood, and fur-

niture

0080 Pulp, paper, paperboard,

and processed paper

Table 4.1: List of Industrial Sectors.
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12 Industrial sectors 53 Industrial sectors

Sector Sector name Sector Sector name

ID ID

06 Other Manufacturing

(Con’t)

0090 Printing, platemaking, and

bookbinding

0100 Science products

0110 Plastics

0120 Final chemical products

0130 Pharmaceutical products

0140 Petroleum and coal prod-

ucts

0150 Plastic products

0330 Other manufactured prod-

ucts

0160 Clay products

0340 Renewable resources and

processing treatment

07 Construction 0350 Construction

08 Utilities 0360 Electricity

0370 Gas and heat supply

0380 Waste water treatment

09 Commerce and Logistic 0390 Commerce

0430 Transportation

10 Financial, Insurance, 0400 Finance and Insurance

and Real Estate 0410 Real estate

0420 Rental housing

11 ICT 0440 Other information and com-

munications

0450 Information service

12 Services 0460 Public service

0470 Educational research

0480 Health care and social secu-

rity

0490 Advertisement

Table 4.1: List of Industrial Sectors (Con’t)
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12 Industrial sectors 53 Industrial sectors

Sector Sector name Sector Sector name

ID ID

12 Services (Con’t) 0500 Goods rental and leasing

services

0510 Other business services

0520 Personal service

0530 Other

Table 4.1: List of Industrial Sectors (Con’t)

2. 2006 Survey of Information Technology : 平成 18年調査関係資料 [22]

This data is also provided by Ministry of Economic, Trade and Industry (METI).

2006 survey of information technology contains sample size of 3,647 firms from

27 industrial sectors in a fiscal year 2005.

In this survey, the average number of information security measures implemented

by firms in each industrial sector are collected. The average number of informa-

tion security measures belongs to firms in each industrial sector as a proxy for

the level of information security in each industrial sector.

Information security measures which are survey in this dataset are grouped into

4 main categories. They are listed in table 4.2.

3. Japan Industrial Productivity Database 2008 : 日本産業生産性 (JIP)

データベース (JIP Database 2008)[30]

This is the last dataset which we use to analyze interdependency of information

security. This dataset is provided by Research Institute of Economy, Trade and

Industry (REITI).

Japan industrial productivity database 2008 contains annual data on 108 indus-

trial sectors during 1970-2005. With this number of industrial sectors, it covers

the whole Japanese economy and includes following data:

(a) Input-output table

(b) Capital input

i. Investment by sector

ii. IT investment by sector

iii. Investment matrix and stock matrix

(c) Labor input
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Hence we use data of IT Capital Stock and non-IT Capital Stock for 107 industrial

sectors collected in year 2005 in our work. Data from this dataset is used to

estimate the level of IT dependency of each industrial sector. This level can

show us how does each industrial sector rely on information technology system.

Main measures category Information security measures

Implementation of organizational – Risk analysis

measures – Security policy

– Examination of specific measures based on

security policy

– Creation of information security report

– Creation of Business Continuity Plan

(BCP)

– Deployment of an corporate-wide security

management

– Sectoral deployment of security manage-

ment

– Information security training for employees

– Confirmation on information security mea-

sures of trading partners (including outsourc-

ing)

Implementation of technical – Access control of important computer

solutions/Defense measures rooms

– Access control of important systems

– Data encryption (including Public Key In-

frastructure (PKI))

– Firewall installation against external con-

nection

– Installation of ISO/IEC15408 certified

product

System monitoring – Installation of security monitoring software

– Full–time monitoring by external profes-

sionals

Table 4.2: List of information security measures
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Main measures category Information security measures

Assessment – Use of information security benchmark

– Regular system auditing by external pro-

fessionals

– Regular system auditing by internal ex-

perts

– Regular information security auditing by

external professionals

– Regular information security auditing by

internal experts

– Obtaining certification of information se-

curity management system (ISO/IEC27001)

Table 4.2: List of information security measures (Con’t)

4.2 Variables for information technology and infor-

mation security

For the study of information technology backward dependency (ITBD), Tanaka intro-

duces the expression of

ti = ITi/(ITi + nITi) (4.1)

where ITi denotes IT capital stock of sector i

nITi denotes non IT capital stock of sector i in order to estimate

the level of IT dependency from data in JIP database 2008[12].
Then substitute value of level of IT dependency into equation 3.23 to obtain value

of backward dependency under influence of information technology.

For the case of estimation for information security backward dependency (ISBD),

the level of IS measures provided in 2006 Survey of Information Technology is used.

By this, Tanaka introduces the term of IS multiplier (mi) to normalized a level of IS

measures[12]. This variable is defined by

mi = M∗/Mi (4.2)

where M* is an average number of IS measures in all industrial sectors.

Mi is an average number of IS measures in sector i.
Another necessary variable in this study is the variable of security risk level for

sector i denoted by si. This variable is defined by
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Figure 4.1: Level of IT dependency for 12 industrial sectors.

si = timi (4.3)

where ti and mi are proxies for vulnerability and security investment, respectively.

Tanaka explains that ti, which is the level of IT system vulnerability, is assumed

for the possibility that it could be positively correlated to the level of IT dependency

since highly IT dependent sectors are likely to be exposed to relatively more risk[12].

Then substitute variable of security risk level, si, into equation 3.27 to obtain value of

backward dependency under influence of IS.

In our study, we apply the same level of IT system vulnerability and level of IS

measures into all regions across Japan to study the influence of IT and IS dependency

among industrial sectors and their regions.

Figure 4.1, figure 4.2 and figure 4.3 show level of level of IT dependency, the level

of IS measures and IS multipliers and security risk level for 12 industrial sectors,

respectively.

Figure 4.4, figure 4.5 and figure 4.6 show level of level of IT dependency, the level

of IS measures and security risk level for 53 industrial sectors, respectively.
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Figure 4.2: Level of IS measures and IS multipliers for 12 industrial sectors.

Figure 4.3: Security risk levelfor 12 industrial sectors.
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Figure 4.4: Level of IT dependency for 53 industrial sectors.
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Figure 4.5: Level of IS measures and IS multipliers for 53 industrial sectors.
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Figure 4.6: Security risk levelfor 53 industrial sectors.
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4.3 Regional and sectoral production values

Regional and sectoral production values are one of importants values. That is because,

production values show the size of economic scale of each region or industrial sector.

Large economic scale can refer to high economic activity inside region or industrial

sector.

First, from the regional point of view, Japan is divided into 9 regions in total to

collect statistical data. These 9 regions are Hokkaido, Tohoku, Kanto, Chubu, Kinki,

Chugoku, Shikoku, Kyushu, and Okinawa. These regions are represented by A to I,

respectively.

Figure 4.7: Map of Japan. Nine regions across Japan.

Table 4.3 shows the amount of production value in the aspect of region, ranked

from top amount production value.
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Region name Region ID Output

(billion US$*)

Kanto C 8,175.19

Kinki E 3,042.11

Chubu D 2,341.25

Kyushu H 1,576.64

Chugoku F 1,176.51

Tohoku B 1,136.39

Hokkaido A 684.96

Shikoku G 508.69

Okinawa I 116.78

Source: Inter-Regional Input-Output table for 2005

*1 US($) = 76.75 JYP(¥). Rate on Oct 19, 11

Table 4.3: Japanese Regional Production Value.

Table 4.4 and 4.5 shows the amount of production value in the aspect of sector,

ranked from top amount production value for 12 and 53 industrail sectors, respectively.

Sector name Sector Output

ID (billion US$*)

Services 12 3090.26

Commerce and Logistic 09 1916.02

Machinery 05 1696.06

Financial, Insurance, and Real Estate 10 1404.47

Other Manufacturing 06 1229.48

Construction 07 823.94

ICT 11 598.51

Metal 04 593.76

Food and Beverage 03 468.23

Utilities 08 349.05

Agriculture 01 171.40

Mining 02 13.14

Source: Inter-Regional Input-Output table for 2005

*1 US($) = 76.75 JYP(¥). Rate on Oct 19, 11

Table 4.4: Japanese sectoral production value for 12 industrial sectors.
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Sector name Sector Output

ID (billion US$*)

Commerce 0390 1384.68

Construction 0350 823.94

Health care and social security 0480 718.11

Personal service 0520 677.81

Rental housing (imputed rents) 0420 595.16

Other business services 0510 554.62

Finance and Insurance 0400 541.85

Transportation 0430 531.33

Food and beverage 0040 468.23

Educational research 0470 440.71

Auto parts accessories 0300 373.27

Other information and communications 0440 371.76

Public service 0460 351.55

General machinery 0200 343.71

Iron and steel 0170 335.59

Real estate 0410 267.45

Information service 0450 226.75

Petroleum and coal products 0140 220.46

Electronic components 0270 211.23

Electricity 0360 205.65

Car 0280 190.51

Agriculture 0010 171.40

Metal products 0190 162.66

Goods rental and leasing services 0500 157.64

Science products 0100 138.68

Plastic products 0150 138.57

Advertisement 0490 118.35

Waste water treatment 0380 105.70

Pulp, paper, paperboard, and processed pa-

per

0080 102.98

Source: Inter-Regional Input-Output table for 2005

*1 US($) = 76.75 JYP(¥). Rate on Oct 19, 11

Table 4.5: Japanese sectoral production value for 53 industrial sectors.
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Sector name Sector Output

ID (billion US$*)

Other manufactured products 0330 101.54

Telecommunications equipment and related

equipment

0250 95.51

Nonferrous metal 0180 95.50

Final chemical products 0120 94.80

Clay products 0160 93.24

Industrial electrical equipment 0220 89.33

Pharmaceutical products 0130 86.60

Other electrical machinery 0230 82.42

Printing, platemaking, and bookbinding 0090 82.03

Other transportation equipment 0310 73.62

Other 0530 71.48

Lumbering, wood, and furniture 0070 64.18

Other cars 0290 53.37

Office and service equipment 0210 52.10

Precision machinery 0320 48.50

Computer and accessories 0260 47.97

Plastics 0110 38.05

Gas and heat supply 0370 37.70

Household electric appliances 0240 34.54

Apparel and other textile products 0060 29.57

Textile industry products 0050 27.43

Mining 0020 11.54

Renewable resources and processing treat-

ment

0340 11.34

Coal, oil, and natural gas 0030 1.60

Source: Inter-Regional Input-Output table for 2005

*1 US($) = 76.75 JYP(¥). Rate on Oct 19, 11

Table 4.5: Japanese sectoral production value for 53 industrial sectors (Con’t)
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Chapter 5 Impact from the Great Japan

Earthquake

14:46 pm., March 11, 2011 - The Great East Japan Earthquake hit Tohoku region

with magnitude 9.0. This massive earthquake also triggered tremendous and powerful

Tsunami waves which left dreadful damages in the areas.

Figure 5.1: Map of 7 affected prefectures and 3 main affected prefectures due to the

Great East Japan Earthquake.

The cabinet office, government of Japan defined 7 prefectures as disaster areas

from this large-scale earthquake. These 7 prefectures are Iwate, Miyagi, Fukushima,

Hokkaido, Aomori, Ibaraki, and Chiba[5]. However this large-scale earthquake mainly
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devastated 3 main regions which are Iwate, Miyagi, and Fukushima. These are pre-

fectures in Tohoku region. Affected prefectures are shown in area covered by blue line

and red line in figure 5.1. Prefectures in red line covered area are 3 main affected

prefectures in Tohoku.

The amount of damage on capital stock due to this disaster is said to be about

16-25 trillion yen in total. However about amount of 9-16 trillion yen belongs to the

damage on private capital stock of 7 affected prefectures. Moreover 87.5% - 92% of

this amount belongs to 3 main affected prefectures in Tohoku.

Cabinet office, Government of Japan defined 2 cases of damages due to this large-

scale earthquake. These 2 cases are:

Case 1 refers to damage from the earthquake.

Case 2 refers to damage from the earthquake and consequent Tsunami.
Shinozaki et al. estimated the damage on ICT related capital stock due to the Great

East Japan Earthquake in [1]. Base on definition of disaster area by Japanese cabinet

office, they estimated the damage on ICT related private capital stock. Moreover they

also estimated demand of investment for re-installation and demand of employment

in the near future. Two cases of estimation are defined as same as what Japanese

cabinet office did. The result shows that damage on ICT related capital stock costs

around 2.5-4.4 trillion yen in total. Demand on an investment for re-installation of

ICT related stock will be around 3.9-7.0 trillion yen. And demand of employment will

be around 201,000-357,000 people.

Since there is impact on ICT related capital stock, there will also be impact on

information security from the loss due to this large-scale earthquake and subsequent

Tsunami in Tohoku region. And it might affect information security in other regions

as well.

With this motivation, we estimate possible effect on information security due to

the loss from this Great East Japan Earthquake in Tohoku.

5.1 Study on Impact from the Great East Japan

Earthquake

We study the impact from the Great East Japan Earthquake based on the methodology

in chapter 3 and amount of damage which the Japanese government announced in [5].

Continuing from equation 3.16, we first estimate the loss of output due to this

large-scale earthquake. To remind you, equation 3.16 is expressed as follows: h ≡
{I− [A−BA∗]}−1(f̂ − Bf∗ + e). It refers to the value of overall output. Moreover,

each element is represented by hq,i.
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We will apply impact due to this large-scale earthquake to this overall output and

then compare the result between output from normal case and outputs ith impact

from the disaster.

5.2 Analysis the impact on structural interdepen-

dency

When analysis the impact from the disaster on structural interdependency, we applied

ratio of damage on IT system (Rd
r) to values of economic transaction belongs to ob-

serving region in inter-regional input-output table. Only economic transaction values

of specific region which we want to simulate the impact will be applied.

The modification of the calculation is applied to change amout of intermediate

values in the inter-regional input-output stated by 3.5. In this case, we use

zq,i,r,j(r) ≡

(1−Rd
r)zq,i,r,j if r = r

zq,i,r,j otherwise
(5.1)

instead of zq,i,r,j in 3.5. Here, r refers to region where the earthquake occur. Other

calculation steps upto equation 3.16 in chapter 3 remain the same.

5.3 Additional data for the study on impact from

the Great East Japan Earthquake

Beside Inter-Regional Input-Output table for 2005 : 平成 17年地域間産業連関表 [23]

and Japan Industrial Productivity Database 2008 : 日本産業生産性 (JIP)データベー
ス (JIP Database 2008)[30], which are stated in chapter 4, following data are also

required for estimating the impact from the Great East Japan Earthquake:

1. Special cabinet meeting material on monthly economic report due to

the earthquake : 月例経済報告等に関する関係閣僚会議震災対応特別会合資
料 - 東北地方太平洋沖地震のマクロ経済的影響の分析 [5]

This short special report is provided few weeks after the Great East Japan Earth-

quake by Cabinet office, Government of Japan. The overall loss due to this large-

scale earthquake is said to be about 16-25 trillion yen (approx. 208-325 billion

US dollars 1 ). However 9-16 trillion yen (approx.117-208 billion US dollars)

1Exchange rate on Oct 19, 11 : 1USD = 76.75 yen
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belongs to 7 affected prefectures. Moreover 87.5%-92% of this amount belongs

to 3 main affected prefectures which locate in Tohoku.

2. Gross Capital Stock by Industry : 産業別資本ストック [4]

This dataset gives values of gross capital stock in national-level. We use the

values of gross capital stock from year 2009 which is the newest at the time we

estimated the impact.

For simplicity, we use value from year 2005 provided in Inter-Regional Input-

Output table[23] and Japan Industrial Productivity Database 2008[30], value from

year 2009 provided in Gross Capital Stock by Industry [4]. These values will be used

to find variables which serve as proxies in our calculation. We will soon explain in this

chapter.

5.4 Variables for impact estimation

1. Regional production ratio and Regional capital stock First we use to dataset of

Inter-regional input-output table[23] and Japanese nationwide capital stock[4] to

find ratio of each region’s capital stock. The values of regional production value

belongs to each region and nationwide production value are used. We can find

both values in Inter-regional input-output table. Then we find proxy of regional

production ratio by following equation:

RP = Pr/Ptotal (5.2)

where RP denotes regional production ratio

Pr denotes regional production value

Ptotal denotes total production value of all regions

The proxy of regional capital stock of each region can be calculated by

Cr = RP ∗ Cn (5.3)

where Cr denotes regional capital stock

Cn denotes nationwide capital stock from dataset [4]

2. Regional ratio of damage Next we find a ratio between damage for the region

that we want to analysis and regional capital stock in 5.3. It can be calculated

by
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Rd
r = Dall/Cr (5.4)

where Dall denotes overall damage on capital stock from the disaster

This regional ration of damage is used to find effect from this disaster by equation

5.1.

3. The portion of IT capital stock and Damage on IT system From expression of

the level of IT dependency as shown in chapter 4 equation 4.1, We apply this

concept to indicate portion of IT capital stock in each sector to larger scope.

Here we focus on IT portion of each region in our work, we change a concept of

observing IT capital stock by industrial sector in equation 4.1 a little bit.

Change the level of IT dependency in equation 4.1 from sectoral viewpoint to

overall viewpoint. Hence we use total values of IT capital stock among industries

and non IT capital stock instead. Then find proxy for ratio of IT capital stock

as follows:

ttotal = ITtotal/(ITtotal + nITtotal) (5.5)

where ITtotal denotes total amount of IT capital stock

nITtotal denotes total amount of non IT capital stock

Then the ratio of IT dependency is used when estimate the impact due to damage

on IT related portion in each region.

We apply ratio of IT capital stock in equation 5.5 to the amount of damage.

Hence the proxy of portion of damage on IT system can be defined by

DIT = Dallttotal (5.6)

where DIT is damage on IT system

Dall is overall damage from the disaster

5.5 Estimation of the effects from an investment in

information security

To estimate effects from investment in information security, we assume that investment

in IS will help reducing the damage from disaster. Here, we assume that a pre-

disaster investment in information security can improve the amount of damage from the
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disaster by 10%. Pre-disaster investments in information security might also include

an investment in secure data center where attacker cannot access to core information

system, installation of security monitoring software, or well education of IT staffs on

emergency responses. An appropriate investment in information security is expected to

reduce severity to the information system and keeps security control properly function

during downtime.

The proxy of portion of reduced damage on IT system will be

D̃IT = (1− degree of improvement(in %))DIT (5.7)

where D̃IT is reduced amount of damage on IT system

DIT is damage on IT system in 5.6

After adjusting the value of damage, our ratio of damage on IT system (Rd
r) will be

recalculated. We define (R̃d
r) as the ratio of damage on IT system with improvement

on damage as follows:

R̃d
r = D̃IT/cr (5.8)

Replace Rd
r in equation 5.1 by R̃d

r to calculate the impact from disaster when there

is an improvement on damage due to investment in information security.

We use the same absolute value of D̃IT in the simulation for any region when we

study for an advantage of investment in information security.

Moreover we also estimate impact on interpendency of information security due

to the Great East Japan Earthquake by using the same methodology as in chapter

3. The impact from this earthquake is applied to inter-regional input-output table

as mentioned in equation 5.1. Hence we will be able to observe differences between

interpendency of information security with and without impact from the large-scale

earthquake.
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Interdependency of Information

Security from the Empirical

Study

Here we start from sectoral and regional interdependency of information security. In

our study, we collect result based on dataset with 12 industrial sectors. The results

from our analysis show values of interdependencies between pairs of regions and sectors.

The values of information security backward dependency or ISBD (shown in %) are

arranged in descending order.

Dataset with 53 industrial sectors is used to consider more about interdependency

of information security in Agriculture (sector 01) and Financial, insurance, and real

estate (sector 10). We need to observe more detail on interdependency of information

security for these 2 industrial sectors because the results for these sectors show very

low value of information security backward dependency (or ISBD) which we use to

find characteristics for each industrial sector and region. Hence we cannot observe any

characteristic for these 2 industrial sectors by using dataset with 12 industrial sectors.

After that we show result with impact from the Great East Japan Earthquake. Due

to the government’s announcement about damage from the Great Japan Earthquake

in chapter 5, we set 4 testing scenarios which are:

Case 1 Full damage from the earthquake.

Amount of 9 trillion yen is used as damage value for this case.

Case 2 Damage from the earthquake with some reduction due to investment in

information security.

Amount of 9 trillion yen with 10% reduction is used as damage value for

this case.

Case 3 Full damage from the earthquake and consequent Tsunami.

Amount of 16 trillion yen is used as damage value for this case.

Case 4 Damage from the earthquake with some reduction due to investment in

information security.

Amount of 16 trillion yen with 10% reduction is used as damage value

for this case.
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These 4 cases are applied as a scenarios if the earthquake introduce the same

amount of damage in Tohoku and Kanto. We also try to simulate impact if there is

the same amount of damage occur in Kanto because

1.) In economic perspective, Kanto is a region which has the largest economic

scale.

2.) Information security in Kanto shows high influence to other regions. We

will show this point later in section 6.1.2.

3.) There are 70% prediction that there might be a large-scale earthquake

in Kanto within 4 years (due to the latest news in early 2012).
After that we first observe the change in output due to the damages in 4 cases as

above. First we observe the order of the same combination between region and sector

as well as its difference of absolute value of output.

Then we test to find some changes in interdependency of information security.

We set the scenarios if the same amount of damage occurs in Tohoku and Kanto.

Then observe changes in 3 regions which are Tohoku, Kanto, and Kyushu due to

some reasons. We choose Tohoku, because it is a region where the Great East Japan

Earthquake is exactly occur. Hence we would like to estimate the changes due to

damage in this region. Next we choose Kanto as stated above. Finally, we choose

Kyushu because it is region where we can observe changes on absolute value of output

due to impact from the damage. We will show this point later in section 6.2.

6.1 Sectoral and regional interdependency of infor-

mation security

The values of interdependency of information security show interconnectedness be-

tween 2 pais of regions and industrial sectors. To analyze the result, we first set the

same threshold at ISBD = 0.01% for all industrial sectors and regions. From our pri-

mary analysis we found that, in our case, we can get information about characteristics

of interpdependency ofinformation security when we set threshold at ISBD = 0.01%.

After that we analyze to find some charasteristics of each region and industrial sector.

By this, we count number of dependent supply-side region-sector pairs, which their

value of ISBD is at least equal the value of the threshold. Then find regional and

sectoral interdependencies of information security.

The term of supply-side sector or supply-side region are used to indicate the sec-

tor or region in output-side perspective (producer). The supply-side group provides

products or services as output according to demand from demand-side group.

On the other hands, demand-side sector or demand-side region are used to indicate
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the sector or region in input-side perspective (purchaser). The demand-side group

receives products or services as input according to its demand from supply-side group.

The interdependency which we test will tell that how much do firms in demand-side

group depend on supply-side group.

The combination between region and industrial sector is called group. If region and

industrial sector which are combined come from demand-side, we call it as demand-

side group. In contrast, if region and industrial sector which are combines comes from

supply-side, we call it as supply-side group.

6.1.1 Sectoral interdependency of information security

In sectoral perspective, we observe interdependency of information security between

demand-side groups and supply-side groups by sector. First, we would like to list up

some characteristics and interesting points which can be observed from the result are

listed by industrial sector. The listed results will be used in our discusstion for sectoral

and regional interdependency of information security afterwards.

1. Sector 01 - Agriculture

The result of agriculture shows very low value of ISBD. From our raw data, the

result shows that the values of ISBD belong to this industrial sector is about

10-time lower than the value of ISBD at the threshold. Table A.2 in appendix

A shows that there is no dependent supply-side sector in any supply-side region

which demand-side agriculture show interdependency when tested.

We move to a larger dataset with number of industrial sector equal to 53 indus-

trial sectors to find more characteristic. The result from this larger dataset also

shows very low values of ISBD as same as when we analyze from dataset with

12 industrial sectors.

One reason is that they did not divide data belongs to this industrial sector

into some smaller sectors in dataset with 53 industrial sectors. However from

the result we think that the results are not much surprise since activities in

industrial sector of agriculture seems not to relate to information security much.

2. Sector 02 - Mining

From result in table A.3, we can see that demand-side sector of mining in

all supply-side regions show high interdependency when tested with dependent

supply-side sectors of other manufacturing(06), commerce & logistic(09), and

services(12). This means demand-side sector of mining is likely influenced by
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these 3 supply-side sectors. These are the supply-side sectors which might re-

ceive high effect from demand-side sector of mining in all regions if there is any

incident regarding information security in the demand-side sector of mining in

any region.

In addition, from the result with raw data, we found that the highest percentage

of the value of ISBD is presented when we tested the demand-side sector of

mining in each region with supply-side sector of services(12) in its own region.

3. Sector 03 - Food and Beverage

From result in table A.4, we can see that demand-side sector of food & beverage

in all regions show high IS interdependency when tested with dependent supply-

side sectors of food & beverage, which is its own region, other manufacturing(06),

and commerce & logistic(09). On the other hands, demand-side sector of food

& beverage in all regions show no interdependency when tested with supply-side

sector of mining (02), machinery (05), and construction (07). One of the reasons

might be related to activities inside these industrial sectors which might not

highly related to sectors of food & beverage

4. Sector 04 - Metal

Demand-side sector of metal in all regions highly depend on firms in sector

of metal(04), its own sector. Followed by sector of other manufacturing(06),

and commerce & logistic(09). This can be inferred that information security in

sectors of metal is likely have interconnection in term of information security be-

tween firms in its own sectors regardless regional influence. We can observe such

information from our raw data that top 5 supply-side groups, which show high

interdependency (with high value of ISBD (%)) or high influence when tested,

belongs to sector of metal in different regions. The result in this perspective can

be observed by using table A.5

On the other hands, demand-side sector of metal in all regions show no interde-

pendency when tested with sector of agriculture(01), mining(02), food & bever-

age(03), and machinery(05). Hence these might be industrial sectors which are

insensitive due to information security incident in demand-side sector of metal.

5. Sector 05 - Machinery

Result in table A.6 shows that demand-side sector of machinery in all regions

show high interdependency when tested with supply-side of its own sector. Hence

incident regarding information security in demand-side sector of machinery is

expected to give high effect in sectoral perspective.
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Other two industrial sectors which demand-side sector of machinery highly de-

pends on are sector of other manufacturing(06) and sector of metal(04) according

to the result.

In addition, when we consider our raw data of the result, we found tha top 5 with

the highest value of ISBD (%) always contain supply-side groups of machinery

in Kanto and Chubu (C-05 and D-05). Such information give us important

characteristic that sector of machinery in Kanto and Chubu play an important

role in term of sectoral interdependency of information security for the sector of

machinery.

6. Sector 06 - Other Manufacturing

Demand-side sector of other manufacturing shows the highest interdependency

when tested with supply-side of its own sector in all regions. The total of number

of 56 dependent supply-side group which are belonged to the supply-side sector of

other manufacturing in table A.7 significantly shows this point. Althouh sector

of commerce & logistic(09) is sector which its number of interdependent supply-

side group comes in a second place but the number of of supply-side group is less

than half of the number of supply-side sector when tested with sector of other

manufacturing. Such information give us a clear idea that the sector of other

manufacturing will likely affect firms in the same group of industry.

7. Sector 07 - Construction

The demand-side sector of construction shows high interdependency when tested

with supply-side sector of metal(04) in all regions. One reason for such inter-

dependency might come from activities inside each sector which relate to each

other between sectors. Such interconnection between industrial sectors are un-

surprising. In addition to sector of metal(04), industrial sector of construction

also shows quite high interdependency of information security when tested with

supply-side group from sector of other manufacturing(06) according to result in

table A.8.

8. Sector 08 - Utilities

According to the results in table A.9, demand-side sector of utilities in all regions

show the highest interdependency when tested with supply-side groups from

sector of other manufacturing(06), services(12), and commerce & logistic(09),

respectively.

Carefully look for more detail in the table A.9, demand-side sector of utilities

in all regions show no interdependency when tested with supply-side sector of
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agriculture(01), mining(02), food & beverage(03), metal(04), and machinery(05).

9. Sector 09 - Commerce and Logistic

For demand-side sector of commerce & logistic in table A.10, the largest total

of number of dependent supply-side regions is shown when tested with supply-

side groups from sector of other manufacturing(06), services(12), and ICT(11).

Moreover the demand-side sector of commerce & logistic also shows high inter-

dependency to its own sector as well.

In contrast, demand-side sector of commerce & logistic shows no interdepen-

dency when tested with supply-side sector of agriculture(01), mining(02), food

& beverage(03), and metal(04).

10. Sector 10 - Financial, Insurance, and Real Estate

The result for demand-side sector of financial, insurance, and real estate shows

very low value of ISBD when tested for interdependency with all supply-side

groups. The only 1 supply-side group that shows the interdependency is supply-

side sector of services(12) in Kanto(C) region as shown in table A.11. That is

because our raw data shows that the value of ISBD in this demand-side sector

is about 10 times lower than the value of ISBD at the threshold.

Although the number of dependent supply-side sectors is as same as when we

tested for sector of agriculture(01) but there is some differences between these

2 industrial sectors. In addition, the use of dataset with 53 industrial sectors

help showing some differences as well as factors which make the value of ISBD

becomes low.

Sector of financial, insurance, and real estate in dataset with 12 insuatrial sectors

is divided into 3 sub-industrial sectors as follows:

12 industrial sectors 53 industrial sectors

Sector ID Sector name Sector ID Sector name

10 Financial, 0400 Financial and

Insurance, Insurance

and Real Estate 0410 Real Estate

0420 Rental housing

Tested result of interdependency of information security for sector 0410 and 0420

show no interdependency when tested. For sub-sector of financial and insur-

ance(0400), the result can be shown as in table A.14. In this table, we only show

result for some dependent supply-side sectors which show interdependency when
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tested with demand-side sectors of financial and insurance(0400). There is no

interdependency between demand-side sectors of financial and insurance(0400)

and other remaining supply-side sectors. So the result between those industrial

sectors become all zero.

Demand-side sub-sector of financial and insurance(0400) shows very high inter-

dependency when tested with supply-side groups from sub-sectors (0090) which

belong to sector of other manufacturing(06), sub-sectors (0400) which belong to

sector of financial, insurance, and real estate(10), sub-sectors (0440 and 0450)

which belong to sector of ICT(11) and sub-sectors (0490, 0500, and 0510) which

belong to sector of services(12).

11. Sector 11 - ICT

The sectoral perspective for demand-side sector of ICT shows the highest inter-

dependency when tested with supply-side groups from other manufacturing(06),

commerce & logistic(09), services(12), and supple-side groups from its own sec-

tor.

However, demand-side of ICT does not show any interdependency of information

security when tested with supply-side groups from agriculture(01), mining(02),

food & beverage (03), metal(04), and machinery(05). Such result can be observed

from table A.12.

12. Sector 12 - Services

From table A.13, the demand-side sector of services in all regions show the

highest interdependency when tested with supply-side sector of other manu-

facturing(06). Followed by supply-side sector of commerce & logistic(09) and

supply-side sector of machinery(05).

The only supply-side sectors which demand-side sector of services regardless

region show no interdependency when tested is the supply-side sector of min-

ing(02). That means supply-side sector of mining(02) is the only industrial sector

which gives no influence to demand-side sector of services. Moreover the supply-

side sector of mining will likely be least affected if there is any incident regarding

information security.

6.1.2 Regional interdependency of information security

In regional perspective, we observe interdependency between demand-side industrial

sectors in each region and all dependent supply-side industrial sectors in each supply-

side region.
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The total number of dependent supply-side regions and dependent supply-side

sectors by each region are shown in table A.16. in appendix A.

First, let look at the dependent supply-side region. From table A.16 we can see

that interdependency of information security in each region likely shows when tested

with industrial sectors inside its own region and industrial sectors in Kanto(C).

Consider from demand-side perspective, Kanto(C) shows that it is the most influ-

ential region in term of information security from demand-side perspective. That is

because information security in many demand-side regions highly rely on supply-side

of Kanto(C). On the other hand, Shikoku(G) and Okinawa(I) , which are 2 small-

est economic scale region as shown in table 4.3, rely on large number of supply-side

groups acorss Japan. These 2 regions becomes the most influenced regions in demand-

side perspective. That is because information security in these 2 regions is influenced

by large number of supply-side groups.

The ratio between number of dependent supply-side regions which is the same as

demand-side region and number of dependent supply-side region which is not the same

as demand-side region is shown in table 6.1. Values in this table come from the ratio

between number in column Total(Self) and Total(Exclude) in table A.16.

Demand-side region (Region ID)

A B C D E F G H I Total

0.663 0.618 1.302 0.625 0.784 0.568 0.445 0.607 0.532 0.642

Table 6.1: Ratio between dependent supply-side regions which is the same as demand-

side region and number of dependent supply-side region from other regions.

We can see that interdependency of information security belongs to Kanto(C) show

high value of ratio which mean interdependency of information security is concentrate

inside its own region.

Shikoku(G) has the smallest value. This means that information security in

Shikoku(G) has high interdependency with industrial sectors in other regions. In-

formation security of Shikoku(G) is then influenced by high number of supply-side

groups and make this region become the most influenced region as a result.

6.1.3 Discussion

From the result, the summary table for sectoral interdependency can be presented as

in table 6.2.
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Demand-side Sector ID of supply-side sector (Sector ID)

sector name (ID) 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12

Agriculture(01) × × × × × × × × × × × ×
Mining(02) × × × ○ × ◎ × ○ ◎ ○ △ ◎
Food&beverage(03) ○ × ◎ ○ × ◎ × ○ ◎ ○ ○ ◎
Metal(04) × × × ◎ × ◎ ○ ○ ◎ ○ ○ ○
Machinery(05) × × × ◎ ◎ ◎ △ ○ ◎ ○ ○ ◎
Other manufacturing(06) × △ × ○ × ◎ △ ○ ◎ ○ ○ ○
Construction(07) × × × ◎ ○ ◎ × ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
Utilities(08) × × × × × ◎ ○ ○ ◎ ○ ○ ◎
Commerce&logistic(09) × × × × ○ ◎ △ ○ ◎ ○ ◎ ◎
Financial, insurance, × × × × × × × × × × × ◎
and real estate(10)

ICT(11) × × × × × ◎ △ ○ ◎ ○ ◎ ◎
Services(12) △ × ○ ○ ◎ ◎ ○ ○ ◎ ○ ○ ◎

Table 6.2: Summary of sectoral interdependency of information security

From table 6.2, each symbol indicate level of interdependency of information se-

curity which we can observe from the result. The sign “◎” represents the case that

number of dependent supply-side group is at least 50% of the highest value of each in-

dustrial sector. “○” represents the case that there is number of dependent supply-side

group but lower that 50% of the highest value of each industrial sector. “△” represents

the case that there is number of dependent supply-side group but not exceed 10% of

the highest value of each industrial sector. “×” represents the case that there is no

dependent supply-side group when tested for an interdependency.

By using result along column in table 6.2, we firstly find dependent supply-side

industrial sectors which show high influence. These are industrial sectors which are

highly depended by demand-side industrial sectors. In another word, they are industrial

sectors in the group of influential industrail sectors in term of information security.

An important of this group of industrial sectors is that industrial sectors belong to

this group might easily be affected by incident regarding information security which

occur in demand-side groups. In another word, we might be able to call this group of

industrial sector as critical sectors in term of information security.

Information security of industrial sectors in the group of the most influential in-

dustrial sectors are depended by high number of demand-side groups. Critical sectors

which can be observed from table 6.2 are
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1.) Other manufacturing(06)

2.) Commerce and logistic(09)

3.) Services(12)

On the other hand, following industrial sectors have characteristics, which can be

referred as the least influential industrial sectors in term of information security, are

1.) Agriculture(01)

2.) Mining(02)

3.) Food and beverage(03)

A main reason why these industrial sectors become the least influential sectors because

demand-side industrial sectors are not rely of this group of industrial sector much.

However if we consider number of dependent supply-side sector of construction(07) in

table A.15, we will also see that the number of dependency supply-side sector is very

low. So we also include sector of construction as another industrial sector in the group

of the least influential sector in term of information security. Moreover, there are some

additional reasons why these 4 industrial sectors are listed in the group of the least

influential industrial sector.

First, if we consider level of IT dependency, IS measure, and Securiy risk level in

chapter 4, we will be able to see that these values which belong to sector of agricul-

ture(01), mining(02) and construction(07) go towards low level.

Second, for the case of sector of food and beverage(03), its production values which

refer to economic activities is not high. Another reason is likely related to activities

of this industrial sector. If we consider table 6.2, we can see that interdependency

is shown when supply-side sector of food and beverage(03) is tested by demand-side

industrial sector of services(12) and its own sector. This are reasons why these 4 in-

dustrial sectors do not show significant interconnection in term of information security.

Other industrial sectors which are not belong to these 2 groups can be called as a

moderate influential industrial sectors.

Next we observe significant characteristics of demand-side industrial sectors. To do

so, we observe the result in each row in table 6.2. There are 5 main groups industrial

sectors divided by their main characteristics.

1. Industrial sectors which their interdependency of information security is highly

shown only when tested with supply-side sector of critical industrial sectors.

There are 2 demand-side industrial sectors which show such characteristic. These

2 industrial sectors are

1.) Mining(02)

2.) Utilities(08)
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In this group, incident regarding information security which occur in demand-

side of this group of industrial sectors will likely affect main critical sectors

more than other sectors. An investment in information security in such group

of industrial sector might help reducing effect and risk that would harm critical

sectors.

2. Industrial sectors which their interdependency of information security is highly

shown when tested with supply-side of its own sector and all critical industrial

sectors.

There are 5 industrial sectors which have such characteristics. They are

1.) Food and beverage(03)

2.) Machinery(05)

3.) Commerce and logistic(09)

4.) ICT(11)

5.) Services(12)

As we can see, this group of industrial sector also includes some critical industrial

sectors.

Information security incident in demand-side of this group of industrial sector

not only harm information security system inside its own region. In contrast,

they have high possibility that this group of industrial sectors might harm many

industrial sectors beside critial sectors. Significant characteristic which belongs

to this group of industrial sector is that they depends on high number of supply-

side industrial sectors. Therefore information security incident might lead to

larger scope of effect in sectoral perspective.

In addition, if we consider total value of dependent supply-side sector which

is belong to demand-side sector of machinery(05) and services(12) in the most

right column in table A.15, these 2 sectors have the largest value in this column.

This largest values of total number of dependent supply-side sector also reveal

that sector of machinery(05) and services(12) are the most influenced industrial

sectors in demand-side perspective. Hence their information security is highly

influenced by many supply-side groups.

An investment in information security in such group of industrial sector would

help reducing risks which might occur as an effect from security incident in a

wider scope comparing with investment in information security in other groups.

3. Industrial sectors which their interdependency of information security is highly

shown when tested with supply-side of its own sector and some critical industrial
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sectors.

From table A.15, there are 2 industrial sectors which we can judge as members

in this group. They are

1.) Metal(04)

2.) Other manufacturing(06)

Quite similar to the upper group, information security incident which occurs in

this group of industrial sector with not only harm its own sector but also other

supply-side industrial sectors which are in critical sectors. However, the scope of

effect is likely be smaller and only some critical structure are likely be affected.

That is because this group of demand-side industrial sector depends on lower

number of supply-side industrial sectors.

4. Industrial sectors which do not show or rarely show interdependency of informa-

tion security when tested with supply-side industrial sectors.

When using dataset with 12 industrial sectors, demand-side sectors which belong

to this group are

1.) Agriculture(01)

2.) Financial, insurance, and real estate(10)

An investment in information security in this group of industrial sector might

not show high effectiveness. That is because demand-side industrial sectors in

this group do not show high interdependency in term of information security.

Such characteristic also means that industrial sectors in this group might not

have high significant in term of information security.

However, for the case of demand-side sector of financial, insurance, and real

estate(10), such characteristic is shown due to influence from demand-side sub-

sectors of real estate(0410) and rental housing(0420) in dataset with 53 indus-

trial sectors. So that we must treat sub-industrial sector of finalcial and insur-

ance(0400) separately from this demand-side group.

By using dataset with 53 industrial sectors, the sub-industrial sector of financial

and insurance(0400) shows high interdependency of information security when

tested with supply-side sub-industrial sectors which belong to other manufac-

turing(06), financial, insurance, and real estate(10), ICT(11), and services(12).

Therefore we might consider demand-side sector of financial, insurance, and real

estate(10) or its sub-industrial sector of financial and insurance(0400) as demand-

side sector with characteristics as mentioned in group 3. This might be more

suitable for this demand-side industrial sector.
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5. Industrial sector which show no interdependency of information security when

tested with supply-side of its own industrial sector.

Based on dataset with 12 industrial sectors, there is only 1 industrial sector

which does not belong to any group from 1 to 4. That is industrial sector of

construction(07).

Although if you consider the result shown in table 6.2, demand-side industrial

sector of mining(02) also show no interdependency of information security when

tested with supply-side of its own industrial sector. However we think that its

characteristic as in group 1 is more important.

Now look at the result from regional perspective.

Demand-side Region ID of supply-side region

region name (Region ID)

(ID) A B C D E F G H I

Hokkaido(A) ◎ ○ ◎ ○ ○ ○ △ △ ×
Tohoku(B) △ ◎ ◎ ○ ○ △ × △ ×
Kanto(C) △ △ ◎ ○ ○ △ △ △ ×
Chubu(D) △ △ ◎ ◎ ○ ○ △ ○ ×
Kinki(E) △ △ ◎ ○ ◎ ○ △ △ ×
Chugoku(F) × △ ◎ ○ ○ ◎ △ ○ ×
Shikoku(G) × △ ◎ ○ ◎ ○ ◎ ○ ×
Kyushu(H) × △ ◎ ○ ○ ○ △ ◎ ×
Okinawa(I) △ △ ◎ ○ ○ ○ △ ○ ◎

Table 6.3: Summary of regional interdependency of information security

First consider each column in table 6.3. We can see that information security

in all demand-side regions highly depend on information security in Kanto(C). This

make supply-side groups in Kanto(C) becomes the most influential region in term of

information security. Moreover such region could have high possibility of being affected

by information security incidents. Although its economic scale and interdependency

of information security inside its own region are high, but with high interconnection

and transactions with other regions this group of region becomes critical in term of

information security.

On the other hand, supply-sides groups belongs to Okinawa(I) show no interde-

pendency when tested by demand-side sectors in all regions except its own region.
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Hence Okinawa(I) becomes the least influential region in term of information secu-

rity. In addition to this point, supply-side groups in regions such as Shikoku(G),

Hokkaido(A), and Tohoku(B) are regions where their information security does not

show high influence to demand-side regions.

If we consider from an influential of supply-side regions, one factor which shows

some relation would be their economic scale. That is if economic scale of the region

is large, they would have high economic activities and higher need of investment in

information security in order to reduce its possiblity of being affected.

Next consider the each row in the same table, we can see that demand-side regions

with small economic scale show their necessity of relying on supply-side regions. Ac-

cording to regional economic scale in table 4.3, information security in small economic

scale regions such as Okinawa(I) and Shikoku(G)seems to be influeced by larger num-

ber of supply-side regions. We call such group of demand-side regions as the most

influenced region. Especially, demand-side region of Shikoku(G) where information

security is influenced by all supply-side regions. So we can call Shikoku(G) as the

most influenced region in term of information security. However result for Hokkai do

does not show the same in the same trend.

Extremely large economic scale regions of Kanto(C) in the demand-side perspec-

tive, in contrast, depend on smaller number of supply-side regions. However the trend

is not also be the same. That is because when consider second and third most influ-

enced demand-side regions, Tokoku(B) and Hokkaido(A) comes respectively.

From what we can observe in regional perspective, the economic scale is one of the

main factors which make each region becomes the most/least influential.

For the case of the most/least influenced region, economic scale shows influence

when consider interdependency of information security between firms inside each re-

gion. That is interdependency of information security of region with large economic

scale usually shows when tested with sectors inside its own region. This can be ob-

served from absolute values in column Total(Self) in table A.16. For this case, one

main characteristic of interdependency of information security in regional perspective

is that the demand-side of each region highly shows interdependency of information

security when tested with supply-side of Kanto(C) and its own region.
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6.2 Impact from the Great East Japan Earthquake

on information security

6.2.1 Result of changes on output

1. Result of changes when there is damage in Tohoku

In our estimated result for Tohoku(B), we found that impact from disaster likely

affects output of some industrial sectors in Tohoku(B) as well as Kyushu(H) and

Hokkaido(A).

From our observation, we found that the value of output between industrial

sectors in Tohoku(B) and some industrial sectors in Tohoku(B), Kyushu(H),

and Hokkaido(A) reduced so the their order of output are changed when there

is damage on IT-related capital stock from disaster. Howevery Tohoku(B) is the

most affected region.

From sectoral perspective for Tohoku(B), industrial sectors which seem to be

affected most is sector of other manufacturing(06). Actually, this sector is one

of critical industrial sectors as shown in section 6.1 1. We found that following

industrial sectors are sectors which are affected by this damage: services(12),

financial, insurance, and real estate(10), food & beverage(03), agriculture(01),

and mining(02). Anyway the changes in output of these industrial sectors mostly

occur with firms in Tohoku(B). Only industrial sector of other manufacturing(06)

in Kyushu(H) and agriculture(01) in Hokkaido(A) are affected when there is

damage in Tohoku(B).

10% reduction in damage from investment in IS helps improving amounts of

value of outputs. For case 1 in Tohoku(B), a summation of value of output is

increased by approximately 40.8 billion yen.when we assume that investment in

IS helps reducing damage for 10%. And for case 2 in Tohoku(B), a summation of

value of output is increased by approximately 68.3 billion yen.Although damage

in case 2 is about 1.78 times larger than damage in case 1 but the results show

that 10% of reduction in damage due to investment in information security makes

difference between value of outputs belong to case 2 becomes approximately 3.4

times higher than case 1 2.

1To remind you, we found that there are 3 critical sectors which might be highly affected when

there is any IS incident. These 3 sectors are other manufacturing(06), commerce&logistic(09), and

services(12)
2We observed by comparing value of output with full damage and value of output with 10%

reduction in damage due to investment in information security.
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2. Result of changes when there is damage in Kanto

We applied the same amount of damage on IT-related capital stock from this

disaster to Kanto(C) and simulate the possible result. First we observe the

change in output due to damage in Kanto(C). We found that with the same

amount of damage which occur in Tohoku(B), our simulated results show lower

level of possible effect for Kanto(C). This mean the same amount of loss regarding

IT-related capital stock will affect less if it happen in Kanto(C). One reason which

might support such result is that the amount of damage is small comparing to

economic scale of Kanto(C).

When using the same amount of damage, value of regional ratio of damage for

Tohoku(B) and Kanto(C) are shown in table 6.4.

Tohoku Kanto

Case 1 full damage 12.27% 1.71%

Case 1 with 10% reduction in damage 12.17% 1.69%

Case 2 full damage 21.82% 3.03%

Case 2 with 10% reduction in damage 21.64% 3.01%

Table 6.4: Regional ratio of damage in percentage.

Similarly to the estimated results for Tohoku(B), sector of other manufactur-

ing(06) shows that it is likely to be affected when there is loss in Kanto(C)’s

IT-related capital stock. That is because values of output for sector of other

manufacturing(06) in Kyushu(H) and Tohoku(B) are reduced and their order

according to the absolute value of output are changed. Moreover, sector of other

manufacturing(06) shows high influence on information security for Kanto(C) as

shown in section 6.1. That means, sector of other manufacturing(06) is likely

to be affected, in other word sensitive, due to incident regarding information

security. Anyway, it seems that the impact will be visible when we simulate the

impact from damage case 2 (impact from earthquake and tsunami). However

industrial sector of mining(02) in Hokkaido(A) is another group which is affected

by the damage in case 2.

For simulation with damage in case 1 (impact only from earthquake), we found

that there is no change with the same amount of damage that occurred in To-

hoku(B).

Moreover 10% reduction in damage from investment in information security

helps improving amounts of value of outputs in quite similar ratio. For case
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1 in Kanto(C), a summation of value of output is increased by approximately

46.1 billion yenwhen we assume that investment in information security helps

reducing damage for 10%. And for case 2 in Kanto(C), a summation of value of

output is increased by approximately 80.6 billion yen(approximately 3.5 times

higher than case 1).

6.2.2 Result of changes on interdepndency of information se-

curity

Here we observe reduction of interdependency of information security in some regions

which are Tohoku(B), Kanto(C), and Kyushu(H). We did not observe reduction of

interdependency of information security in Hokkaido(A) because the industrial sec-

tors in Hokkaido(A) which are affected by the damage have quite low absolute value

of output. In addition, in information security perspective, information security in

Hokkaido does not show high influence to industrial sectors in other regions.

1. Result of changes when there is damage in Tohoku

According to our result when there is damage in Tohoku, in both cases when

firstly observe results in Tohoku region. Table B.1 and B.2 in appendix B show

number or missing supply-side groups when we tested for interdependency of

information security between industrial sectors in Tohoku(B) and supply-side

sectors and regions, respectively. We found that the reduction of interdepen-

dency of information security is concentrated between industrial sectors inside

Tohoku(B) and between industrial sectors in Tohoku(B) and Kanto(C) when we

consider from a demand-side perspective.

The reduction of interdependency usually occur with industrial sector of finan-

cial, insurance, and real estate(10) other manufacturing(06), services(12), and

commerce and logistic(09)

But when we move to observe the reduction of interdependency in Kanto(C) and

Kyushu(H) due to the lost from damage in Tohoku(B), we found that there is

very little effect from the damage in Tohoku(B). The result can be seen in table

B.3–B.4 for Kanto(C) and table B.5–B.6 for Kyushu(H), respectively.

2. Result of changes when there is damage in Kanto

But when the same damage occur in Kanto(C), we found that there would be a

smaller reduction of interdependency of information security if we consider from

a demand-side perspective.
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When there is damage in Kanto(C), Tohoku(B) shows some reduction of inter-

dependency of information security when tested but at a low level. The results

are shown in table B.7–B.8.

The reduction of interdependency of information security can be easily observed

in Kanto(C). From the results in table B.9–B.10 we can see that the reduction is

likely be between industrial sectors inside Kanto(C) due to the fact that infor-

mation security of industrial sectors in Kanto(C) highly rely on each other inside

region as shown in section 6.1. The reduction of interdependency of information

security is likely to be in industrial sectors of services(12) and commerce and

logistic(09).

But when we observe the reduction of interdependency of information security in

Kyushu(H) the results show that Kyushu(H) barely shows the reduction of inter-

dependency of information security when tested. See table B.11–B.12 for detail.

The number of missing supply-side groups only shows in case 2 of damages.

6.2.3 Discussion

Our estimation shows that the effect from the Great East Japan Earthquake on IT-

related capital stock is likely limited in some regions and some industrial sectors.

Especially results from sectoral perspective that show the limited scope of effect. The

result also emphasize that 3 critical industrial sectors in term of information security,

which stated in discussion part of section 6.1, would be easily affectes.

From this estimation, supply-side industrial sector of other manufacturing(06),

which is one of critical sectors, seems to be the most affected industrial sector due to

the loss on IT-related capital stock from the disaster.

When apply the same amount of damage on IT-related capital stock to both To-

hoku(B) and Kanto(C), we found that degree of effect on Tohoku(B) is higher than

Kanto(C). That might be because the amount of damage on IT-related capital stock

is quite low when compare with production value of Kanto(C).

We can infer from such results that pre-disaster investment in information security

should be done, especially in some critical industrial sectors as well as some locations

where they usually be affected. Moreover proper investment in information security

might help reducing severity of the impact when disaster occurs.

According to the result, investment strategies for some regions and some sensitive

sectors can be implied from this study. First, the result can confirm that critical

sectors which we stated in section 6.1 are sensitive to incidents regarding information

security. When we test the impact on interdependency of information security, the
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reductions of interdependency of information security are shown for this industrial

sectors. Such reduction of interdependency of information security can also refer to

sensitivity of information security in that industrial sector or region.

Second, the result shows that when there is lost on information security of a specific

area, the effect on interdependency of information security likely shown the same

trend as affected region’s characteristics. For example: when we tested for the change

of interdependency of information security due to the lost in Tohoku, the reduction

of interdependency of information security highly occure with supply-side industrial

sectors in Tohoku and Kanto. This is the same as when we found in section 6.1.

Third, affected supply-side industrial sector might be different by region. For

example: when the damage occur in Tohoku(B), in addition on critical sectors which

are likely affected by the lost in demand-side sectors in Tohoku(B), supply-side sector of

financial, insurance, and real estate(10) also shows high reduction of interdependency

of information security. Hence this sector should also be considered by the investor of

information security systems.

However there are some additional interesting point which can be study more in

this part of our work.

The first point is that we used the same absolute amount of damage in order to

simulate the impact if the damage occur in Kanto(C). According to the economic

scale or production value of Kanto(C) and the absolute amount of damage, the size

of absolute amount of damage is small comparing to Kanto’s economic scale. Rather

than the absolute amount of damage, we might apply ratio of the damage for the

simulation.

The second point is about the amount of damage itself. Here we refer to the amount

of overall damage which Japanese governmennt announced a few weeks after the Great

East Japan Earthquake. From this point, we might apply amount of damage which

belongs to each industrial sector. However more data are required to this point of

study.
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In this paper, we have presented our study on empirical results about sectoral and

regional interdependency of information security from demand-side perspective. We

use the results from demand-side perspective to list characteristics of each industrial

sector and region. Moreover we also group the similar industrial secors or regions

together so that the reader can find some similarities between them.

We discussed about characteristics of interdependency of information security at

the end of each section from demand-side perspective in chapter 6. From the discus-

sion, we can expect similar investment strategy for regions or sectors which belong to

the same group due to their characteristics.

First, we observed dependent supply-side industrial sectors which are depended

by demand-side industrial sectors. According to our results, we pointed out 3 main

supply-side industrial sectors as critical sectors. Information security of critical sectors

are highly depended by information security of the demand-side industrial sectors. On

the other hand, we also pointed out the least influential sectors which are supply-side

industrial sectors which their information security are depended by small number of

demand-side industrial sectors.

Next, we oberved demand-side industrial sectors and regions about how do they are

influenced in term of information security. The most influenced demand-side industri-

als sectors or regions play an important role. That is because this groups of demand-

side industrial sectors or regions depend on high number of supply-side groups. As

a result, if there is incident regarding information security in this group of demand-

side industrial sector or region, there would be high impact due to some the lost on

information security system.

After discussion in sectoral perspective, we move to discussed in regional per-

spective in order to find the most/least influential region as well as the most/least

influenced region.

After that a study on the impact due to the lost from the Great East Japan Earth-

quake on March, 2011 helps us understand more about the characteristic of interde-

pendency ofinformation security. We estimated the lost and changes due to this large

scale disaster to see the impact which might occur in some regions. The estimation

result support our results in the first part since reduction of interdependency of infor-

mation security shows when tested with supply-side groups from the groups of critical
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sectors. Moreover their affected supply-side regions also support our assumption in

the first part as well.

In sectoral perspective, the level of IT dependency and IS measures show high

influence due to our result. Moreover if we carefully consider industrial sectors which

show interdependency of information security when tested by each demand-side in-

dustrial sector, we could see that activities inside each industrial sector also influence.

That is we usually see interdependency when tested between industrial sectors which

their activities are related.

In order to reduce possibility of effect on critical industrial sectors, investor of the

information security demand-side sectors belong to group 1 and group 2 discussed

in section 6.1.3 chapter 6 should consider more on their investment in information

security. That is because demand-side industrial sectors in group 1 and 2 are highly

rely on information security in critical industrial sectors. However critical sectors also

have to consider in order to to maintain their security as well.

According to our result industrial sectors belong to group 2 and 3 should consider

their investment in information security by considering regional influence. The main

reason is that industrial sectors in these group highly show interdependency when

tested with its own sector. Hence when incident regarding information security occurs

in such groups, they could have higher possibility that the effect would spread within

the same industrial sectors in many regions.

In regional perspective, each region’s economic scale shows high influence when we

consider influential supply-side region. The larger economic scale, the more demand-

side groups would rely on these supply-side regions. Moreover these would be easily

affected regions if any information security incident occur.

According to our result, investor of the information security should consider more

on moderate influenced regions with high number of dependent supply-side from other

regions. Which regions are Chugoku(F), Kyushu(H), Chubu(D), respectively. There

are some reasons why these regions would be well considered. The first reason is

that these are less sensitive regions in term of information security. Lower number

of dependent supply-side regions which they depend on would mean that their in-

formation security would be affected by lower possibility. The socond reason is that

there are existing interconnections between firms in different regions. The exist of in-

terdependency of information security when tested between demand-side groups and

supply-side groups can also be referred that there are some level of interconnection

as well as activities or transactions between them. Moreover it also means that such

interconnection somehow shows importance in their system. So beside an investment

in information security, investor might not need to increase their investment in IT
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system. The last main reason is that these 3 regions are also be members of moder-

ate influential regions. Which means their information security would be less affected

comparing to regions which are in high influential group.

However if we consider from our study on the impact from the Great East Japan

Earthquake, the effect surely occur in critical industrial sectors as we expected. How-

ever if we consider more about group of demand-side sectors which reduction in interde-

pendency of information security is shown, the group of incident sensitive demand-side

sectors are in group 2 and 3. Apart from interconnections with supply-side sectors in

critical group, these are demand-side industrials sectors which show high interdepen-

dency of information security when tested with their own industrial sectors. Especially

when we consider from the result, the impact on information security is shown between

demand-side sectors in the region where incident occur and supply-side sectors in the

regions according to demand-side region’s regional characteristic. We can see that

reduction of information security shows between regions which have high intercon-

nection due to regional characteristic. Especially industrial sectors which show high

interdependency of information security when tested with supply-side of its own sector.

We could see that the understanding from such empirical study will help firms or

government agents understand more about the nature of interdependency of informa-

tion security in the country. Investors of the information security system will be able

to concern more on security sensitive sectors or regions. Moreover appropriate budget

allocation can be well designed according to the needs of each group of industrial sector

or region. This also means that investors can effectively plan how to use their budget

on information security by using the same amount or smaller amount of budget.
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Appendix A Results for study on

sectoral and regional

interdependency of information

security

Table A.2–A.13 are used to show results from sectoral perspective. The table’s struc-

ture is as follows:

Demand-side Number of dependent supply-side group (Sector ID)

region name (ID) 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12

Hokkaido (A) 1

Tohoku (B)

Kanto (C) 1

Chubu (D)

Kinki (E) 1

Chugoku (F)

Shikoku (G)

Kyushu (H)

Okinawa (I)

Total 3

Table A.1: Example table shows number of dependent sectors in each region for

demand-side sector of X (sector ID)

In table A.1, all listed regions as index along the most left column represents

observing demand-side regions for each observing demand-side sector as indicate in

the table’s name. The listed sector ID as index along the second row of this table

represents dependent supply-side sectors regardless region. Value in each intersection

between them shows the number of dependent supply-side industrial sectors regardless

regionwhich observing demand-side industrial sector in each region shows interdepen-

dency when tested.

In example table A.1, we assumes that blank component refer to value of zero for ease
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of explanation.

Number of dependent supply-side industrial sectors in each column are summed

up and presented in the last row of each table. This last row is indexed as Total. It

presents values which are the total of number of dependent supply-side groups belong

to each industrial sectors as their comlumn index. This means that the values in this

row show how much does each supply-side sector is depended by observing demand-

side sector X in all regions.

For example, the demand-side sector X in Hokkaido (A) shows interdependency

when tested with supply-side sector of metal (04) in one supply-side region (R in

particular) . Therefore, the (1,4) component of table A.1 is 1.

Next the demand-side sector X in Kanto (C) shows interdependency when tested with

supply-side sector of metal (04) in one supply-side region, and the demand-side sector

X in Kinki (E) shows interdependency when tested with supply-side sector of metal(04)

in one supply-side region Therefore the (10,4) component of table A.1 is 3.

Demand-side Number of dependent supply-side group (Sector ID)

region name (ID) 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12

Hokkaido (A) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Tohoku (B) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Kanto (C) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Chubu (D) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Kinki (E) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Chugoku (F) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Shikoku (G) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Kyushu (H) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Okinawa (I) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
*Value of ISBD(%) is about 10-time lower than value of threshold at 0.01%

Table A.2: Number of dependent regions in each sector for demand-side sector of

Agriculture (01)*
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Demand-side Number of dependent supply-side group (Sector ID)

region name (ID) 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12

Hokkaido (A) 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 1 2 1 0 2

Tohoku (B) 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 2 1 0 2

Kanto (C) 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1

Chubu (D) 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 2 1 0 2

Kinki (E) 0 0 0 1 0 4 0 1 2 1 0 2

Chugoku (F) 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 3 1 0 2

Shikoku (G) 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 1 3 0 0 3

Kyushu (H) 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 1 2 1 0 2

Okinawa (I) 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 2 1 0 2

Total 0 0 0 3 0 26 0 9 19 8 1 18

Table A.3: Number of dependent regions in each sector for demand-side sector of

Mining (02)

Demand-side Number of dependent supply-side group (Sector ID)

region name (ID) 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12

Hokkaido (A) 1 0 3 2 0 2 0 1 3 1 0 2

Tohoku (B) 1 0 3 1 0 2 0 1 3 1 1 2

Kanto (C) 1 0 4 1 0 3 0 1 2 1 1 1

Chubu (D) 1 0 5 2 0 3 0 1 3 1 1 3

Kinki (E) 0 0 5 1 0 4 0 1 3 1 1 2

Chugoku (F) 2 0 5 1 0 4 0 1 0 5 0 3

Shikoku (G) 1 0 6 2 0 5 0 1 6 0 1 3

Kyushu (H) 1 0 3 1 0 4 0 1 3 0 1 2

Okinawa (I) 3 0 4 1 0 6 0 1 4 1 0 2

Total 11 0 38 12 0 33 0 9 27 11 6 20

Table A.4: Number of dependent regions in each sector for demand-side sector of Food

and Beverage (03)
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Demand-side Number of dependent supply-side group (Sector ID)

region name (ID) 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12

Hokkaido (A) 0 0 0 7 0 4 0 1 3 2 1 3

Tohoku (B) 0 0 0 6 0 4 0 2 4 2 1 2

Kanto (C) 0 0 0 8 0 4 1 1 3 1 1 1

Chubu (D) 0 0 0 7 0 4 1 1 4 2 2 3

Kinki (E) 0 0 0 7 0 4 1 1 4 1 2 2

Chugoku (F) 0 0 0 6 0 5 1 1 5 2 1 3

Shikoku (G) 0 0 0 6 0 4 0 1 5 1 2 3

Kyushu (H) 0 0 0 6 0 5 1 1 5 1 1 3

Okinawa (I) 0 0 0 8 0 6 1 1 5 1 2 4

Total 0 0 0 61 0 40 6 10 38 13 13 24

Table A.5: Number of dependent regions in each sector for demand-side sector of

Metal (04)

Demand-side Number of dependent supply-side group (Sector ID)

region name (ID) 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12

Hokkaido (A) 0 0 0 6 8 7 0 2 5 2 2 5

Tohoku (B) 0 0 0 5 6 6 0 2 4 2 2 4

Kanto (C) 0 0 0 6 7 5 1 1 5 1 1 4

Chubu (D) 0 0 0 5 7 6 0 2 6 3 2 3

Kinki (E) 0 0 0 5 6 5 1 2 5 2 2 4

Chugoku (F) 0 0 0 5 6 5 0 2 5 3 2 5

Shikoku (G) 0 0 0 6 7 6 0 1 6 3 2 6

Kyushu (H) 0 0 0 5 7 5 0 2 5 3 2 5

Okinawa (I) 0 0 0 7 7 6 0 3 6 3 2 5

Total 0 0 0 50 61 51 2 17 47 22 17 41

Table A.6: Number of dependent regions in each sector for demand-side sector of

Machinery (05)
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Demand-side Number of dependent supply-side group (Sector ID)

region name (ID) 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12

Hokkaido (A) 0 1 0 0 0 6 0 1 2 1 1 2

Tohoku (B) 0 0 0 1 0 6 0 1 3 2 1 2

Kanto (C) 0 0 0 1 0 7 1 1 2 1 1 2

Chubu (D) 0 0 0 3 0 6 0 1 3 2 2 3

Kinki (E) 0 0 0 1 0 7 1 1 3 1 2 2

Chugoku (F) 0 0 0 1 0 6 0 1 4 1 1 3

Shikoku (G) 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 1 5 1 1 3

Kyushu (H) 0 0 0 1 0 6 0 1 4 1 1 3

Okinawa (I) 0 1 0 0 0 6 0 1 2 1 0 2

Total 0 2 0 8 0 56 2 9 28 11 10 22

Table A.7: Number of dependent regions in each sector for demand-side sector of

Other manufacturing (06)

Demand-side Number of dependent supply-side group (Sector ID)

region name (ID) 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12

Hokkaido (A) 0 0 0 5 1 5 0 1 2 1 2 2

Tohoku (B) 0 0 0 5 1 4 0 1 3 2 2 2

Kanto (C) 0 0 0 4 1 4 0 1 2 1 1 1

Chubu (D) 0 0 0 5 2 4 0 1 3 1 2 3

Kinki (E) 0 0 0 5 1 4 0 1 3 1 2 2

Chugoku (F) 0 0 0 5 1 5 0 1 5 1 2 3

Shikoku (G) 0 0 0 6 0 6 0 0 5 1 2 3

Kyushu (H) 0 0 0 5 1 5 0 1 3 1 2 2

Okinawa (I) 0 0 0 6 1 6 0 1 4 1 1 2

Total 0 0 0 46 9 43 0 8 30 10 16 20

Table A.8: Number of dependent regions in each sector for demand-side sector of

Construction (07)
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Demand-side Number of dependent supply-side group (Sector ID)

region name (ID) 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12

Hokkaido (A) 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 2 0 1 2

Tohoku (B) 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 2 0 1 2

Kanto (C) 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Chubu (D) 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 2 0 1 2

Kinki (E) 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 2 2

Chugoku (F) 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 2 0 1 2

Shikoku (G) 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 1 2 0 1 2

Kyushu (H) 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 1 1 0 1 2

Okinawa (I) 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 2 1 0 2

Total 0 0 0 0 0 20 9 9 15 3 9 17

Table A.9: Number of dependent regions in each sector for demand-side sector of

Utilities (08)

Demand-side Number of dependent supply-side group (Sector ID)

region name (ID) 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12

Hokkaido (A) 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 2 1 2 2

Tohoku (B) 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 2 1 2 2

Kanto (C) 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Chubu (D) 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 2 1 2 2

Kinki (E) 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 2 1 2 2

Chugoku (F) 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 2 1 2 2

Shikoku (G) 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 1 3 1 2 3

Kyushu (H) 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 2 1 2 2

Okinawa (I) 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 1 2 1 2 2

Total 0 0 0 0 3 20 2 9 18 9 17 18

Table A.10: Number of dependent regions in each sector for demand-side sector of

Commerce and Logistic (09)
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Demand-side Number of dependent supply-side group (Sector ID)

region name (ID) 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12

Hokkaido (A) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Tohoku (B) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Kanto (C) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Chubu (D) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Kinki (E) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Chugoku (F) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Shikoku (G) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Kyushu (H) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Okinawa (I) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Table A.11: Number of dependent regions in each sector for demand-side sector of

Financial, Insurance, and Real estate (10)

Demand-side Number of dependent supply-side group (Sector ID)

region name (ID) 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12

Hokkaido (A) 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 2 1 2 2

Tohoku (B) 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 2 2 2 2

Kanto (C) 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 1 1 1 1 1

Chubu (D) 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 2 1 2 3

Kinki (E) 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 1 2 1 2 2

Chugoku (F) 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 2 1 2 3

Shikoku (G) 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 3 1 2 3

Kyushu (H) 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 1 2 1 2 3

Okinawa (I) 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 1 2 1 2 3

Total 0 0 0 0 0 27 2 9 18 10 17 22

Table A.12: Number of dependent regions in each sector for demand-side sector of

ICT (11)
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Demand-side Number of dependent supply-side group (Sector ID)

region name (ID) 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12

Hokkaido (A) 1 0 2 1 4 5 1 1 3 2 2 2

Tohoku (B) 0 0 2 1 4 4 1 1 4 2 2 2

Kanto (C) 0 0 1 1 3 3 1 1 2 1 1 2

Chubu (D) 0 0 2 2 3 4 1 1 3 2 2 3

Kinki (E) 0 0 1 1 3 4 1 1 3 2 2 2

Chugoku (F) 0 0 1 1 4 6 1 1 5 2 2 3

Shikoku (G) 0 0 1 0 3 6 1 1 6 2 2 3

Kyushu (H) 1 0 1 1 4 6 1 1 5 2 2 3

Okinawa (I) 0 0 2 1 4 6 1 1 5 2 2 3

Total 2 0 13 9 32 44 9 9 36 17 17 23

Table A.13: Number of dependent regions in each sector for demand-side sector of

Services (12)
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Appendix A Results for study on sectoral and regional interdependency of information security
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Appendix A Results for study on sectoral and regional interdependency of information security

Demand-side Number of dependent supply-side group (Sector ID)

sector ID 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 Total

01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

02 0 0 0 3 0 26 0 9 19 8 1 18 84

03 11 0 38 12 0 33 0 9 27 11 6 20 167

04 0 0 0 61 0 40 6 10 38 13 13 24 205

05 0 0 0 50 61 51 2 17 47 22 17 41 308

06 0 2 0 8 0 56 2 9 28 11 10 22 148

07 0 0 0 46 9 43 0 8 30 10 16 20 182

08 0 0 0 0 0 20 9 9 15 3 9 17 82

09 0 0 0 0 3 20 2 9 18 9 17 18 96

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

11 0 0 0 0 0 27 2 9 18 10 17 22 105

12 2 0 13 9 32 44 9 9 36 17 17 23 211

Total 13 2 51 189 105 360 32 98 276 114 123 226

Table A.15: Total number of dependent supply-side groups belong to each sector by

each demand-side sector

Demand-side Total number of dependent supply-side group (Region ID)

region name A B C D E F G H I Total Total Total

(ID) (All) (Self) (Exclude)

Hokkaido (A) 67 7 52 12 16 9 1 4 0 168 67 101

Tohoku (B) 3 63 59 14 17 6 0 3 0 165 63 102

Kanto (C) 3 8 82 16 21 8 3 4 0 145 82 63

Chubu (D) 2 4 56 70 29 11 2 8 0 182 70 112

Kinki (E) 1 3 48 21 76 14 6 4 0 173 76 97

Chugoku (F) 0 2 49 18 29 67 3 17 0 185 67 118

Shikoku (G) 0 1 47 18 36 22 61 13 0 198 61 137

Kyushu (H) 0 1 48 14 26 19 4 68 0 180 68 112

Okinawa (I) 2 2 47 18 21 12 2 22 67 193 67 126

Total 78 91 488 201 271 168 82 143 67

Table A.16: Total number of dependent supply-side groups belong each region by each

demand-side region
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Appendix B Results for changes on

interdepndency of information

security

Sector ID

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 Total

Case1 with full

damage

0 0 1 0 1 5 0 1 3 9 2 0 22

Case1 with reduc-

tion in damage

0 0 1 0 1 5 0 1 3 9 2 0 22

Case2 with full

damage

0 0 1 2 2 6 1 4 7 10 5 0 38

Case2 with reduc-

tion in damage

0 0 1 2 2 6 1 4 7 10 5 0 38

Table B.1: Number of different supply-side groups from sectoral perspective when

tested interdependency with sectors in Tohoku(B) with damage in Tohoku.

Region ID

A B C D E F G H I Total

Case1 with full damage 3 8 5 3 2 0 0 1 0 22

Case1 with reduction in damage 3 8 5 3 2 0 0 1 0 22

Case2 with full damage 3 14 11 3 6 0 0 1 0 38

Case2 with reduction in damage 3 14 11 3 6 0 0 1 0 38

Table B.2: Number of different supply-side groups from regional perspective when

tested interdependency with sectors in Tohoku(B) with damage in Tohoku.
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Appendix B Results for changes on interdepndency of information security

Sector ID

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 Total

Case1 with full

damage

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Case1 with reduc-

tion in damage

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Case2 with full

damage

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Case2 with reduc-

tion in damage

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Table B.3: Number of different supply-side groups from sectoral perspective when

tested interdependency with sectors in Kanto(C) with damage in Tohoku.

Region ID

A B C D E F G H I Total

Case1 with full damage 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Case1 with reduction in damage 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Case2 with full damage 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Case2 with reduction in damage 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Table B.4: Number of different supply-side groups from regional perspective when

tested interdependency with sectors in Kanto(C) with damage in Tohoku.

Sector ID

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 Total

Case1 with full

damage

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Case1 with reduc-

tion in damage

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Case2 with full

damage

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

Case2 with reduc-

tion in damage

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

Table B.5: Number of different supply-side groups from sectoral perspective when

tested interdependency with sectors in Kyushu(H) with damage in Tohoku.
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Appendix B Results for changes on interdepndency of information security

Region ID

A B C D E F G H I Total

Case1 with full damage 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Case1 with reduction in damage 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Case2 with full damage 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Case2 with reduction in damage 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Table B.6: Number of different supply-side groups from regional perspective when

tested interdependency with sectors in Kyushu(H) with damage in Tohoku.

Sector ID

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 Total

Case1 with full

damage

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

Case1 with reduc-

tion in damage

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

Case2 with full

damage

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 3

Case2 with reduc-

tion in damage

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 3

Table B.7: Number of different supply-side groups from sectoral perspective when

tested interdependency with sectors in Tohoku(B) with damage in Kanto.

Region ID

A B C D E F G H I Total

Case1 with full damage 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Case1 with reduction in damage 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Case2 with full damage 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 3

Case2 with reduction in damage 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 3

Table B.8: Number of different supply-side groups from regional perspective when

tested interdependency with sectors in Tohoku(B) with damage in Kanto.
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Appendix B Results for changes on interdepndency of information security

Sector ID

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 Total

Case1 with full

damage

0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 5

Case1 with reduc-

tion in damage

0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 5

Case2 with full

damage

0 0 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 2 8

Case2 with reduc-

tion in damage

0 0 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 2 8

Table B.9: Number of different supply-side groups from sectoral perspective when

tested interdependency with sectors in Kanto(C) with damage in Kanto.

Region ID

A B C D E F G H I Total

Case1 with full damage 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 5

Case1 with reduction in damage 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 5

Case2 with full damage 1 1 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 8

Case2 with reduction in damage 1 1 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 8

Table B.10: Number of different supply-side groups from regional perspective when

tested interdependency with sectors in Kanto(C) with damage in Kanto.

Sector ID

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 Total

Case1 with full

damage

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Case1 with reduc-

tion in damage

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Case2 with full

damage

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

Case2 with reduc-

tion in damage

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

Table B.11: Number of different supply-side groups from sectoral perspective when

tested interdependency with sectors in Kyushu(H) with damage in Kanto.
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Appendix B Results for changes on interdepndency of information security

Region ID

A B C D E F G H I Total

Case1 with full damage 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Case1 with reduction in damage 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Case2 with full damage 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Case2 with reduction in damage 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Table B.12: Number of different supply-side groups from regional perspective when

tested interdependency with sectors in Kyushu(H) with damage in Kanto.
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